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To my parents 



I 

Abstract 

For a sign-changing function a(x) E c~c(~n) with bounded n+ = {x E ~n Ia(x) > O}, 

we study non-negative entire solutions u(:r) 2: 0 of the semilinear elliptic equation 

-6u = a(x)uq + b(x)uP in ~n with n 2: 3. 0 < q < 1, p > q, and>.> 0. We consider 

two types of coefficient b(x) E C~c(JRn), c~ither b(x) :::; 0 in JRn, or b(x) ::= 1. In each 1
case, we give sufficient conditions on a(:i:) for which all solutions must have compact 

support. In case n+ has several connected components, we also give conditions under 

which there exist "dead core'' solutions which vanish identically in one or more of 

these components. In the "logistic" cas<' h(x) :::; 0, we prove that there can be only 

one solution with given dead core compo11ents. In the case b(x) == 1, the question of 

existence is more delicate, and we introdnce a parametrized family of equations by 

replacing a(x) by a-y = 1a+(x) - a-(x). \Ve show that there exists a maximal interval 

E (0, f] for which there exists a stable (locally minimizing) solution. Under some 

hypotheses on a- near infinity, we prove thn,t there are two solutions for each/ E (0, r). 

Some care must be taken to ensure the compactness of Palais-Smale sequences, and 

we present an example which illustrates how the Palais-Smale condition could fail 

for certain a(x). The analysis is based 011 a combination of comparison arguments, a 

priori estimates, and variational methods. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In my thesis I study the following elliptic problem in ]Rn, n 2: 3: 

-6u = a(x)uq + b(x)u,7' in ]Rn , 0 < q < 1, p > q, 
(1.0.1)

{ U 2: 0 in ]Rn ' U E 'Dl,2(JRn) 

where a(x) and b(:r) are Holder continuous in IRn. By 'D1,2(1Rn) we mean the space 

of functions with finite Dirichlet "energ~··', more precisely, it is the completion of 

C0 (1Rn) under the Dirichlet semi-norm, (.[JR,. 1Vuj2dx) 1! 2 . The important feature of 

this equation is that it combines a non-Lipschitz nonlinearity uq with a sign-changing 

coefficient a(x), and it was originally observed by Schatzman [38] that solutions could 

vanish on large sets and in fact that, nuder appropriate hypotheses on a(x), there 

exist solutions with compact support. Tltc goal of this thesis is to study compactly 

supported solutions to (1.0.1). In particular, we give conditions on a(x), b(x) which 

ensure that all solutions have compact support. We also study the number and support 

properties of the solution set under differmt assumptions about the size and shape of 

a(x) and the sign of b(x). 

Equations of the type (1.0.1) arise as stationary solutions to degenerate reaction

diffusion equations of the form which was proposed by Namba [31] as a mathematical 
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model of population dynamics, 

s > 0 and m > 1. 

Assuming time-independence and making the change of variable u = wm, we arrive at 

(1.0.1) with q = 1/m and p = (s+ 1)/m > q. If w(x, t) represents a population density, 

then a(x) represents a sort of growth rate. and the region where a(x) > 0 is favorable 

to population growth, whereas the region 'vhere a(x) < 0 is hostile to the species. The 

initial-boundary value problem for the ahove reaction-diffusion equation is studied in 

[6], and the attractivity properties of non-negative solutions are investigated in [23]. 

The sub-linearity hypothesis, 0 < q < 1, is essential for phenomena which we study. 

If instead we consider the same equation (1.0.1) with q;::: 1, then a simple application 

of the Strong Maximum Principle (see Lemma 2.1.1) shows that a nonnegative solution 

must be strictly positive everywhere in R". and so compactly supported solutions, and 

the rich structure of the solution spaces which we study here, would be impossible. 

We denote as usual, a+(x) = max(O. a(x)) and a-(x) = max(O, -a(x)). The 

support properties of the solutions depend principally on the regions where a(x) ;::: 

0 and on the size of the positive part (/+ (x ). Let n+ = { x E ]Rn I a(x) > 0}) 

n°+ = {x E ]Rn I a(x) ;::: O} and n- = {:r E ]Rn I a(x) < O}. As we will see, the 

Strong Maximum Principle cannot be applied in the region n-, which means that a 

nonnegative solution may become identically zero in any subregion of n-. This is 

consistent with the biological interpretation of n- as a region which is hostile to the 

species, and it is natural both for mathematical reasons and for applications to assume 

that the following condition is always met: 

Basic Hypothesis: The domain n+ is bounded and non-empty. 

In other words, the favorable region n+ consists of bounded islands, surrounded 

by the unfavorable n-. When n+ consists of several connected components we must 
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make the following hypothesis about the nature of the favorable region: 

{ n+ has k < 00 connected components with n+ = u~==ln;' 

and each connected component n; satisfies an interior ball condition. 

(1.0.2) 

We will see later (see Lemma 2.1.3) that the Strong Maximum Principle does apply in 

each of the components O{ of n+. The conclusion is that for any nonnegative solution 

u of (1.0.1) and for each individual component nt' either u > 0 in n; or u = 0 in 

fl{. In principle, given any sub-collection of the components Di, i E I c { 1, ... , k}, 

we could hope to find a solution u with u > 0 for those components, and zero in the 

others. Following Bandle, Pozio, and Tcsci [7], we call such solutions, which vanish 

identically in some part of the favorable region fl+, dead core solutions. 

To organize the space of solutions of ( 1.0.1) according to the pattern of the supports, 

we define the following classes of solutions: 

Definition 1.0.1. Af = {1, 2, ... , k} 

(1) For any non-empty I C AJ, denote by 5 1 the class of solutions of (1.0.1) which 

are positive in flj = UiEifl{. 

(2) N1 denotes the set {u E S1 I u = 0 in n+-nj}. 

Thus, a solution in SM is positive in the entire set n+, whereas the elements of N 1 , 

I =/:- 0, have some dead cores. 

The results for (1.0.1) are different depending on the sign of b(x). So we will 

focus on two cases: first, if b(x) s; 0 we'll call the nonlinearity of "logistic" type. 

To emphasize this dependence, we denote the equation by (1.0.l)o; for b(x) ~ 0 we 

specialize to the case b(x) =1, and denot(' the equation by (1.0.1) 1 . We call this case 

the "concave plus convex" nonlinearity, as we expect to prove multiplicity results along 

the lines of Ambrosetti, Brezis, and Cerami [5] (see also [2].) 
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1.1 Logistic Nonlinearities 

In this case equation (1.0.1) always admits a nontrivial nonnegative solution. 

Theorem 1.1.1. There exists a classical maximal solution u E V1•2(JRn) n L00 (1Rn) of 

(1. 0.1)0 . Moreover U :::; w, where w is the unique positive solution to 

A. + q . mm i· 0-uw =a w in~ , im1x1_,00 w = . 

The existence and uniqueness of w(x) > 0 follows from Brezis and Kamin [12], and 

the Theorem is proven by means of monotone iteration method and sub-super solution 

method. 

If q 2: 1, by the strong maximum principle there could not be any compactly 

supported solution at all, so the sub-linearity of q is crucial for the existence of solution 

with compact support. In order for solutions to have compact support, we also require 

more information about a(x). In case n°+ is unbounded, the strong maximum principle 

leads us to expect that in general solutions will not have compact support. So to obtain 

compactly supported solutions we will assume, 

n°+ is nonempty and bounded. (1.1.1) 

However, this hypothesis is not sufficient. and in addition we must impose some con

ditions on the decay of the negative part a-(x). We prove: 

Theorem 1.1.2. Assume (1.1.1). There c:rist fl> 0 and p2 > 0 so that if 

lim inf a-jJ:j(n-2J(l-q) > fl, (1.1.2)
lxl->oo 

every weak solution u of (1. 0.1 )0 is classical and compactly supported, with supp ( u) 

contained in B(O, P2). 

To understand the interdependence of the constants in Theorem 1.1. 2, think of 

a+ (x) as being fixed ( here b(x) can vary ) and consider how the asymptotic behavior 
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of a-(x) affects the support of the solution. By the hypothesis (1.1.1) we can choose 

p1 > 0 so that f2°+ cc B(O, p1). Then, the constant fl will depend on q, p, n, p1 , and 

lla+i11oo(JRn). If a- is decaying too rapidly t.o zero, then we may not have compact sup

ported solutions (see Remark 3.1.12 at the end of Chapter 3 section 2.) Nevertheless, 

we cannot claim that condition (1.1.2) is sharp, as we will see in Theorem 1.1.8 below. 

The method we use to prove above theorem is based on a priori estimates and compar

ison method, inspired by Cortazar, Elgueta and Felmer [18] on the constant-coefficient 

equation -6u = uP-uq, which is quite different from the one used by Schatzman [38], 

who used Puel's existence theorem [34] to construct compactly supported solutions. 

In case a(x) is bounded away from zero at infinity the proof is somewhat simpler: 

Corollary 1.1.3. Assume (1.1.1), and suppose that there exists a > 0 and p1 > 0 

such that 

for all !xi ~ Pi. (1.1.3) 

Then, there exists R > 0 so that every weak solution u has support supp(u) C B(O, R). 

Moreover, R depends only on q,p,n, p1, and lla+ll1oo(JR")· 

We cannot expect the result of Theorem 1.1.2 to hold in JR1 or JR.2 . Nevertheless, 

under the hypothesis (1.1.3) it is true that any V(JR.n) solution (with t ~ 1) in JR.n, 

for any n ~ 1, must be compactly supported (see Theorem 1.2.2.) However, we 

cannot prove the uniform control on tlw support in terms of the coefficients as in 

Corollary 1.1.3. 

We also study the structure of the solution set of ( 1.0.1 )0 in case the favorable 

domain n+ has several components as stated in hypothesis (1.0.2). Recall that a 

solution in N1 has dead cores, as it vanishes identically in part of the favorable set 

n+. If dead core solutions do exist, the class S1 can contain many elements: see the 

following proposition and Theorem 1.1.8. However, in many cases the class N 1 can 



have at most one solution. Following the idea in [7], we present a generalization of the 

uniqueness result of Spruck [39]: 

Theorem 1.1.4. Assume (1.0.2}, if p 2 1, then the number of elements in N1 is at 

most 1 for any non-empty I. In particular if k = 1, then the solution to (1. 0.1) is 

unique and its support is connected. 

The method we adopt is from C. Bandle, M.A. Pozio and A.Tesei [7, 8], which 

they used to show uniqueness for bounded domain with both Dirichelet and Neumann 

boundary condition. We may also prove uniqueness of solutions in class N 1 with 

q < p < 1 under some additional hypotheses on b(x); see Theorem 3.2.13. Actually 

Spruck [39] imposed a monotonicity condition, x · \i'a(x) < 0, and considered (1.0.1) 0 

with b(x) = 0. He proved uniqueness of compactly supported solutions by means of 

a special version of Hopf's boundary le1111na. He also proved that, under the same 

hypotheses, the support of the solution is star-shaped with Lipschitz boundary. 

When Theorem 1.1.4 applies, the solution space of (1.0.1)0 is completely char

acterized by the support properties of the solutions. Consider the following exam

ple: let st;, i = 1, ... , k be any smooth, compact and connected sets in JRn, with 

mini#] dist(Dt,Dj) > 0. Let b(x) = -1 and define a(x) = a>-(x) by 

>.. if .r E stt, i = 1, ... , k,
a(x) = , (1.1.4)

{ ·t· . d k n+-1, 1 .I 'F LJi=l ~li , 

where ,\ > 0 is a fixed constant. (See figure 1.1.) Combining the results of Corol

lary 1.1.3 and Theorem 1.1.4, we have: 

Proposition 1.1.5. Assume a(x) is defined as in (1.1.4) with fixed,\> 0, b(x) =-1, 

and p 2 1. 

{1) 	There exists b* = b* (st+,>.) > 0 so that if mini#j dist (stt, Dj) 2 b*, then Nr 

contains exactly one solution for each I i- 0. 
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{2) 	There exists 5* = J*(D+, ,\) > 0 so that ifmaxih dist(Dt, on :SJ*, then (1.0.1) 

admits exactly one solution in JR.n. This solution is positive on the set o+. 

Note that in case (1), for o+ with k connected components, the equation (1.0.1) 

admits exactly 2k - 1 nontrivial solutions in all. 

,,... 
I ' \ 

I a(x) =I.> 0 I 
,,...  \ 	 "2+ ,,... 

I ' ' I\ - ,,... 	 I ' 
\I a(x) = l.>0 I 

,,... - I a(x) = l.>0 I 
\ 	 g+ al\I =-I 

I ' \ n/
' t I 0111.\itlt· 	 \ I- ,,... I a(x) =I.> 0 I ' - .... 

\ 	 ~+ 
' I- ,,... 

Figure 1.1: a(x) as in the example (1.1.4). 

Theorem 1.1.1 established the existence of maximal solution in general, that is, 

positive in all of the favorable set o+. In addition, under (1.0.2) we can assert the 

existence of a minimal solution in 51 for each I: 

Theorem 1.1.6. Under the hypothesis (1.0.2), 5 1 has a minimum element u1 E 

V 1•2 (JR.n) n L 00 (JR.n) for any non-empty I c Af. 

In a bounded domain, the existence of minimal solution in 51 is proven in Theorem 

4 of [33]. There is a connection between the maximum solution of (1.0.1)0 and the 

minimum energy solution of the functional E: V 1•2 (JR.n) n Lq+1 (JR.n) __.JR., defined by 

1
E(v) = 1j\7vj 2 dx - - - { o(v+)q+ldx - -

1-1 b(v+)P+ 1dx. 
JRn q + 1 }JR" P + 1 JRn 

If we assume a(x) and b(x) are uniformly bounded in JR.n, then Eis smooth (see [22]). 

The interesting fact is that infvEv1.2(IRn )nu1+1 (JRn) E(v) is achieved at a non-negative 

function U, which is a solution of (1.0.1) 0 . By minimization it is easy to see that 

U > 0 in all connected components of o+, that is U E SM. By Theorem 1.1.4, when 
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p ::::: 1 this minimum energy solution is tlw (unique) maximal solution in S !vf. On the 

other hand, as pointed out in [2], if there do exist dead core solutions (in some class 

N1 , I -=I=- 0) then these solutions cannot be energy minimizers even modulo any finite 

dimensional subspace. As a result, our study of dead core solutions to (1.0.1) 0 will 

rely on comparison arguments, monotone iteration, and a priori estimates rather than 

variational methods. 

Another way to influence the support properties of the solutions is by varying the 

relative strengths of the positive and negative parts of a(x). We introduce a parameter 

,\ > 0, and set 

Clearly this does not affect the geometry of the favorable and unfavorable regions, and 

n+, n°+ and n- remain the same for the whole family of a;_. Intuitively, we expect 

that the size of the support of the solutions of 

(1.1.5) 

should grow with increasing ,\. \Ve will study the asymptotic behavior of solutions for 

large and small ,\, To do so, we require a stronger condition on the geometry of the 

function a(x) and its sets n?+: 

Definition 1.1.7. We say n°+ is admissible if it is also bounded, (1. 0. 2) holds, n°+ 
also has k connected components with n°+ = Uf= 1n?+ and nt C n?+ for i E M. 

Moreover, dist(n?+, n~+) > 0 for i # j. 

For admissible n°+ we have the following Theorem: 

Theorem 1.1.8. Assume n°+ is admiss'lble, there exists ,\* > 0 so that for all >. < 

,\*, all solutions of (1.1. 5) are compactly supported and NJ -=/=- 0 for any non-empty 

collection I C M. 
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Note that for ).. < )..* the compact support of the solutions follows even in the 

absence of asymptotic conditions on a(:i:). showing that condition (1.1.2) cannot be 

sharp. To emphasize the dependence on>.. equation (1.1.5) is often referred as (1.1.5)>. 

(the subscript .\ is omitted if no confusion arises). For .\ big, we have the following 

Theorem in case q < p ::;: 1. 

Theorem 1.1.9. Assume (1.0.2), if q < p::;: 1, there exists.\;'> 0 so that the equation 

(1.1.5)>. has a unique solution U).., which is positive inn+ for all A> Ai. Moreover, 

if p < 1 

if p = 1, 

uniformly on IRn, where w, wb > 0 are as in Theorem 3.1. 8 and Lemma 3. 3. 5. 

In particular, combining Theorem 1.1. 2 and above theorem we conclude that as 

).. - oo the support must grow. 

Corollary 1.1.10. Assume (1. 0.2), if q < p S 1 and lim inf1x1___. 00 a-jxjCn-2)(I-q) = oo, 

then there exists Xi > 0 so that problem ( 1.1. 5) has a unique compactly supported 

solution U).. with U).. > 0 inn+ for all A ~ >.;. Moreover, U).. increases point-wise as A 

increases, and so supp (u>.) expands to IR" as>. ---+ oo, 

For the case p > 1, the asymptotic behavior is more complicated, and depends 

strongly on the form of b(x). Some specific results are proven in Theorem 3.3.7 in 

section 4. 

To illustrate our results on the parametrized problem ( 1.1.5), we return to the 

previous piecewise constant a(x) from om example (1.1.4). For simplicity, assume 

b(x) =0. For >. small enough, Theorem 1.1.8 applies and we conclude that (1.1.5) 

http:inf1x1___.00


admits a unique solution in N1 for all I =/: 0, so (1.1.5) admits exactly 2k - 1 solutions 

in all, and all but one has dead cores. For ,\ sufficiently large, by Corollary 1.1.10 the 

equation has exactly one solution which is positive in all of n+. 

In [7, 8] C. Bandle, M.A. Pozio and A.Tesei studied dead core solutions for this 

problem in a bounded domain with both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition, 

and S. Alama [2] used a bifurcation analysis for dead cores in the Neumann problem 

for similar equations. Most other previous work on equations of the form (1.0.1) 0 has 

been for bounded domains or for constant coefficient equations in the whole space Rn: 

see [10, 14, 17, 18, 21, 27, 33, 34, 29, 40] and the reference therein. 

1.2 Concave Plus Convex Nonlinearity 

In this part our equation takes the form, 

-61t = a(.T )u<f + 11/' in R11 
, n 2: 3, 

(1.2.1) 
{ u;::::O inR". 

We must further restrict the nonlinear terms and asymptotic behavior of a: we assume 

that fl+ is bounded, non-empty and (1.0.2) holds, moreover we add the following 

hypothesis: 

n+2
0 < liminfa-(x)::::: limsupa-(x) < oo and 0 < q < 1 < p < --. (1.2.2)

lxl->oo lxl->oo n-2 

The additional hypotheses on p are important for several reasons, which will be 

explained later on. The upper bound on p is related to the compactness in the Sobolev 

embedding theorem, and it is well known that basic a priori estimates of solutions of 

elliptic equations can fail when there is no such assumption on p. 

Since b == 1 and p > 1 the nonlinearity combines convex and concave terms in n+, 
as has been studied by Ambrosetti, Brezis, and Cerami [5] (see also [2]), so we expect 
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some similar results. In particular, unlike the case discussed in the first part, we no 

longer expect uniqueness of solutions in each set N1 , and seek a second solution using 

variational methods. 

To illustrate the difficulties which can arise in the concave plus convex case, first we 

observe that Cortazar, Elgueta, and Felmcr [18] have proven that the equation -Liv = 

vP - vq in IRn has a compactly supported solution with connected support, which is 

unique up to translation. This suggests that (1.2. l) could have a solution whose 

support lies completely in n-. (Note thnt we prove this is impossible in the logistic 

case b(x) ::; 0, see Lemma 3.2.10) Indeed. consider the following special example: 

Example 1.2.1. Let n+ CC B(O, r) and a(x) =-1 in IRn \ B(O, r) for some r > 0. 

Again from /18}, we may construct arbitrarily many sol1Ltions of {l.2.1) by gluing 

together the compactly supported solutions of -Liv= vP - vq in disjoint balls in IRn 

B(O, r). (See figure 1.2.) 

In particular, for such a(x), the variational functional associated to (1.2.1) cannot 

satisfy the Palais-Smale condition. Furthermore, it leads us to the following difficult 

question: when can we prove multiplicit:v of solutions of (1.2.1), so the solutions have 

connected support? And, do the solutions differ in the set n+? 

~;~.4~:~~~ ,1 

'(·:l;;f~;,)' 

a(x)=-1 
outside 

Figure 1.2: a(x) as in Example 1.2.1. 

We now state our results in the case h( x) = 1. First, all solutions of ( 1.2.1) must 
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again have compact support: 

Theorem 1.2.2. Every weak solution of {1.2.1) is a compactly supported classical 

solution. 

The proof of this result also uses the technique from Cortazar, Elgueta, and Felmer 

[18]. In contrast to Theorem 1.1. 2, there is no uniform control on the support of 

solutions due to lack of uniform a priori decay estimates on the solutions. Again, the 

failure of such a uniform decay estimate can be seen from Example 1.2.1. 

The existence of solutions to (1.2.1) is also more delicate than the logistic case. For 

a given a(x) satisfying the required conditions there may not be an entire nonnegative 

solution with support in ri+ at all. We an' thus led to consider the parametrized family 

as in the previous part, 

(1.2.3) 

where al' = 1a+ - a- and / > 0. When r > 0 is small, we show that there exists a 

"small" solution, the minimal solution of ( 1.2.3), but for 1 large there is no nonnegative 

solution at all: 

Theorem 1.2.3. Assume (1.2.2). For any non-empty IC !vl, there exists 0 < f 1 < oo 

such that: 

{1) 51 ::/=- 0 when 0 < /::::; f1; 

(2) SI = Q) when / > f I; 

{3) S1 has a minimal element u1,/' for all 0 < /::::; f1; 

(4) llu1,-ylloo----; 0 as r----; o+. 

In particular sM is not empty for 0 < r ::::; r M. This result is proven in two parts: 

the existence of the interval (0, r 1 ) is proven in section 2 of Chapter 2. The existence 
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of a minimal solution is in section 1 of the same chapter. The crucial step for proof 

of above theorem is that for small /, we can construct an explicit super-solution in 

~n depending on r· We note that the existence of a solution at the endpoint r = r 1 

is not trivial, and follows from estimates of the minimal solution (see remark after 

Theorem 1.2.5.) The condition p > 1 is necessary for construction of the super-solution 

(see the proof of Lemma 4.2.2.) 

As in [2, 3] we may view this existence theorem as a bifurcation result in the 

parameter r· We expect that family of solutions bifurcates from the trivial solution 

at r = 0, and the extremal value r 1 is a sort of turning point in a bifurcation curve. 

The difficulty with making this precise for ( 1.2.3) is that the linearization is singular 

at u = 0, and so standard continuation methods (see Crandall and Rabinowitz [20]) 

do not apply. 

Just as in Theorem 1.1.8 in the previous section, if n°+ is admissible, we also can 

say something about the dead core solutions. 

Proposition 1.2.4. Assume n°+ is admissible, there exists ''h > 0 so that for all 

/ < '*' N1 =I- 0 for any non-empty collection I c M. 

This proposition is proven in section 4.2. Although we have p > 1, we can not 

show that NM has a unique element. Actually we expect that the element in SM (or 

NM ) is not unique! 

To study multiplicity of solutions, we adopt a variational framework for our prob

lem. As mentioned in the previous section. variational analysis of solutions with dead 

cores (in N 1 , I =I- M) is difficult since these solutions have infinite dimensional negative 

spaces associated to them. So in the remainder of the results we will only consider 

the solutions u E sM' that is u( x) > 0 Oil all of n+. In the following, we denote by 

r = r M and u"Y the minimal solution in S';\{ for 0 < r :::; r. We also denote by S1,"'( the 

class of solutions of (1.2.3)"Y from Definition 1.0.1. 
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Consider the Banach sapce 

endowed with the norm 

Define the energy functional I-y : HJ ---+ Rassociated with (1.2.3) as 

From [19] we see that f-y is C1 from He~ to IR1
. Consider the following minimization 

problem in a convex constraint set 

{ 

Inf {I-y(v) I v E Y} and Y = { v E H~ I 0 :::; v :::; Ur a.e.}. 

From Lemma 4.3.1 the infimum is attai11ed at some function in Y, say v1 , and V-y E 

sf...f,T Then under the following hypothesis 

n°+ has m < 00 connected components with n°+ = u~ln?+' 
(1.2.4) 

and (1.0.2) holds, n?+ n n+ # 0 for every i= 1, ... , m, 

we show that these solutions are actually local minimizers of Ly in the HJ topology: 

Theorem 1.2.5. Assume (1.2.4). For 0 < I < r, V-y is a local minimizer for I-y in 

HJ,- that is, there exists fJ > 0 such that 

We recall that Brezis and Nirenberg [13] first observed that minimization in the C 1

topology (for example, the sub- and super-solution construction above) yields minima 

in the weaker H 1-topology for a large class of subcritical elliptic variational problems. 
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See also [4] for remarks on supercritical problems. Theorem 1.2.5 will be proven in 

section 4.4. 

As we have remarked above, the existence of a solution at the endpoint / = fr is 

not trivial, it is the result of a priori estimates for the family of minimal solutions u1 

as / __, f [. It is an "extremal solution" of the family of stable solutions, and similar 

results for bounded domains have been obtained by Alama and Tarantella [3]. In 

addition, Cabre [15] has studied extremal solutions for certain autonomous equations 

in bounded domains, and has shown that extremal solutions exist for stable solution 

families even for nonlinearities with super-linear growth, for which usual Palais-Smale 

type compactness results fail. 

Given that we have a local minimizer of !1 for/ E (0, r), we expect a second solu

tion by using the celebrated Mountain-Pnss Theorem of Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz 

[35]. As mentioned above (see Example 1.2.1) the main obstacle is the Palais-Smale 

condition, and we must impose some additional condition on the coefficients in order 

to apply Concentration-Compactness methods [30] (see also Struwe [41] and [9]). We 

prove: 

Theorem 1.2.6. Assume (1.2.4) and ther·e exists a00 > 0 and R > 0 so that 

lim a-(:r) = a00 > 0, 
JxJ~oo 

Then, if 0 <>.<AM, SM,, contains at least two elements for all 1 E (0, f). 

Again, the natural question that arises is, do the two solutions in SM,, differ in 

n+? We conjecture that if we assume strict monotonicity, \7a(x) · x < 0, then these 

two solutions should be distinct in n+' but this is still an interesting open question. 

Combining the above results, if the hypotheses of the above theorem are met, then 

(1.2.1) admits at least two nonnegative solutions for I E (0, r) and at least one for 
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/ = r, mirroring the results of [2, 8, 5) for boundary-value problems. 

Another way to recover compactness in unbounded domains is via radial symmetry, 

a(x) = a(lxl). With no additional hypothesis, the minimal solution U-y must be radially 

symmetric. Let r 1 = sup{r ~ 0 I a(r) ~ O}, 0 < r 1 < oo since n+ is bounded and 

non-empty. We prove the following theorem via the moving planes method of Gidas, 

Ni and Nerenberg [26]. 

Theorem 1.2.7. If a(r) is decreasing in [O, ri] and strictly decreasing in [r1 , oo), 

any non-zero solution of (1. 0.1}1 is radially symmetric and decreases as r increases. 

In particular all solutions of {1. 0.1 )i have connected support. 

Indeed if a(r) is only decreasing, we can show that all radial solutions of (1.0.l)i 

must decrease as r increases, therefore they must have connected support. 

For radial (but not necessarily monotone) a(x) = a(jxl), after a few adjustment 

from above method we claim that 

Theorem 1.2.8. For 0 < ,\ ~ At.,1 , if 0(:1.:) = a(jxj), then SM contains at least two 

elements with radial symmetry. 

From previous theorem and some results from [32] we see that if a(r) is strictly 

decreasing and smooth, these two radial clements in Sf'vf are different in n+. We could 

say one is small and the other one is big. in analogy with the results on convex and 

concave non-linearities by Ambrosetti, Brezis, and Cerami [5]. I conjecture that if n+ 
is connected, there is a constant A > 0 independent of ,\ so that SM has at most 

one element with £=-norm less than A. A first step will be to do this when n+ is 

a ball. The result cannot hold true if n°+ is admissible and has more one connected 

component. 
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Chapter 2 

Maximum Principle and Some 

Applications 

In this chapter we present some classical results for the maximum principle and some 

applications to our equations. Comparison theorems will be very important to our 

methods, and so we review some well-known theorems which are based on maximum 

principles. 

2.1 The Maximum Principle 

Let us consider the following elliptic operator 

Lv = -6.v + c(x)v in D (2.1.1) 

where c(x) is a continuous function and D is a open and bounded domain in ]Rn. 

£ 00Lemma 2.1.1 (Hopf's Lemma [24]). Suppose v E C 2(D) n C 1(D) and c(x) E . 

Assume 

Lv ~ 0 in D and v ~ 0 in D. 
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Suppose also v is not identically 0. 

(i) 	If x0 E &D, v(x0 
) = 0, and D satisfies the interior ball condition at x 0 , then 

UV 
--;::;-- < 0, 
un 


where n is the outer unit normal vector of &D at x 0 . 


{ii} 	Furthermore, 


v > 0 in D 


Theorem 2.1.2 (Strong Maximum Principle [24]). Assume v E C 2 (D) n C 1 (D) and 

c ;:::: O in D. 

Suppose also D is connected. 

(i) 	If Lv ::::; 0 in D, and v attains a non-negative maximum over D at an interior 

point, then v is constant within D. 

{ii) 	If Lv ;:::: 0 in D, and v attains a non-positive minimum over D at an interior 

point, then v is constant within D. 

C2We remark that the hypothesis u E has been weakened by J. Serrin [37] to 

include C 1 weak solutions. 

As 	an immediate application of the strong maximum principle, we have: 

Lemma 2.1.3. The classical solution u of (1.0.1} is either positive in O{ or entirely 

zero in O{ for any i EM. 

Proof. Let us consider the set S = {x E n;+-iu(x) = O}. First, we claim that Sis open 

in n;_ Indeed, if S i= 0, then pick any :ro E S, we have u(xo) = 0 and a(x0 ) > 0. 

Therefore by continuity 

a(x) + b(x)up-q(:r) > 0 in B(x0 , E), 
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for small E > 0. Hence we have 


-6.u = a(x)uq+b(x)uP = (a(x)+b(x)uP-'1)7lq 2: 0 in B(x0 , E) and u(x) 2: 0 in B(x0 , E). 


So by maximum principle u(x) =0 in B(:r0 , E), which means Sis open inn;. 


It is also clear by continuity that s is dosed in n:' therefore u > 0 in n: or u =0 

in n: due to the connectivity of n:. D 

2.2 A Comparison Theorem 

We will often use the following compari1mn theorem, which was proven in the case of 

bounded domains and b(x) = 0 by Bandle. Pozio, and Tesei [7] (see also Spruck [39]): 

Lemma 2.2.1. Assume (1.0.2}, and let 11 1 , u2 E C 1 (1Rn) n W~:(1Rn), s > n, be two1
functions such that for some I C NI, 

(1) U1, U2 are positive in f2j; 

(2) u1 = o inn+ - nj; 

(4) For a.e. x E IRn, 

> au~+ bu~. 

Then we must have u 1 :::; u2 in ]Rn 

It is worth pointing out that if u2 is positive everywhere in ]Rn, then the second 

condition that U1 = 0 in n+ - nj is removable. This Lemma is proven for C 2 solutions 

in a bounded domain in [7]. Here we provide a proof for completeness; the extension 
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to solutions in C 1(IR.n) n W1!:(IR.n) is done by applying Serrin's generalization of the 

maximum principle [37]. 

__1_u1-qProof. Suppose the contrary, D ·- {x E IR.n! u1 > u2} -=I- 0. Let U1 1-q 1 ' 

TT _ 1 1-q th
u2 - l-qu1 , so at 

Since lim1xl_,= u1 (x) = lim1xJ--+oo u2(x) = 0, there exists a point x0 E D where the 

difference J := U1 - U2 attains its maximum. Let us now distinguish two cases. 

Case 1: Suppose that U2 (x0 ) > 0 for some x0 E D where J takes its maximum. 

Denote by V the maximal connected component of the set D1 := {x ED: U2 (x) > O} 

containing x 0 , then J belongs to l-V 2•
8 (V) and the above calculations show that 

It is easy to see that from u 1 > u2 in D we have 

q-1 q-1 . D 
U2 > U 1 in , 

So 

16.J + qur ((VU1 + VU1), \78) 

> (-q)ur1!VU1!2 + qur1!VU2!2+ qu.~- 1 IY'U11 2 -q'ur 1!VU2!2 - b(u~-q - u~-q) 

> (qur1 
- qur1)!VU1l 2 

- b(u~-q - ui-q) 

> 0. 

Since 8 assumes its maximum at an interior point of V, the weak maximum principle 

of Serrin ([37]) ensures that J =constant in V. It then follows that 

and 6.J =0 in V. 

But by assumption in V we have 
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which implies \JU1 = 0 in V, in turn we have \JU2 = 0 in V, so u1 and U2 must be 

constant in V. But since lim1x1_,00 u1(x) = lim1x1_,00 u2(x) = 0, we must have u1 - U2 

in V. That is a contradiction, so case 1 is impossible. 

Case 2: Suppose U2(x0 ) = 0 for ALL :r0 where 6 achieves its maximum. Let 

C := {x ED: 6(x) = 6(x0 )} 

Note by assumption, U2 = 0 in C. Since c5 = 6(x0 ) > 0 in C, we have U1 > 0 in C. On 

the other hand also by assumption U1 = () in n+ - nj. Hence we have 

c n (O+ - nj) = 0. 

By hypothesis 1., U2 > 0 in Oj, hence C n Oj = 0. So we have 

cnn+ = 0, 

which means that C and f2+ are at a positive distance to each other. Therefore there 

exists a neighborhood U of C such that Un f2+ = 0 and 6(x) > 0 in U. Then by 

monotonicity, minw ( u1 - u2 ) > 0 is attained, where iv is a connected component of 

U. 

Thus there exists b > 0 such that 6(:r) ~ b < 6(xo) for Yx E aw. For YE > 0, we 

define 
1 I

U2E := --(u2 + E) -q,
1-q 

Clearly SE ~ 6 in D. We can pick positive E small enough such that 

and 

It follows that 

Yx E aw. 
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Hence DE attains its maximum at some interior point in W and is not constant in W. 

On the other hand, from assumption (1.0.2) we have a::; 0 in W, therefore 

that is 

But by the weak maximum principle of Serrin [37], DE can not achieve its maximum in 

lV unless it is constant. This is a contradiction, whence the result follows. 

One important use of Theorem 2.2.1 is to prove uniqueness of solutions within the 

classes N1 (as defined in Definition 1.0.1.) 

Another application is to the solutions of: 

and 

with b(x) ::; 0. The function w will be used in Chapter 3 as super-solutions and will 

appear as a limit of the solutions of the parametrized equations (l.1.5) as >. --+ oo. 

The existence of w follows from Brezis and Kamin [12] (see Theorem 3.1.8), and wb 

exists by the sub and super-solution method, see Lemma 3.3.5. By Lemma 2.2. l we 

conclude that the solutions w, wb are unique, and that wb ::; w point-wise in IRn. 
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Chapter 3 

Logistic Nonlinearities 

In this chapter, we study the semi-linear elliptic problem in lRn, n ;::::: 3: 

-6u = a(x)uq + b(x)uP in ]Rn, 0 < q < l,p > q 
(3.0.1)

{ u 2: 0 in ]Rn , u E V 1,2 (1Rn) 

where a(x) and b(x) are locally Holder continuous, and b(x) ::::; 0. 

3.1 Compact Support 

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1.2. The method we use is derived from the 

approach of Cortazar, Elgueta and Felmcr [18] on the constant-coefficient equation 

First we develop a few useful lemmas. Assume ( 1.1.1), and pick p1 > 0 such that 

szo+ cc B(O, P1). 

Lemma 3.1.1. Assume {1.1.1}. Then, (J.'ILY weak solution u of (1.0.1) is a classical 

solution and lim1x1_.00 u(x) = 0. 
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Proof. The regularity of u follows from standard bootstrap arguments; see Appendix 

B in Struwe [41] or Theorem 0 in Brezis [11]. Since u E 'D1•
2 (1Rn), then u E L2*(!Rn). 

Hence for any E > 0, there exists R( E) > (Ji such that 

jjuj!L2*(1Rn-B(O,R)) < E for all R > R(E). 

So for any x E !Rn-B(O, R(E)+2), we have B(x, 1) CC IRn-B(O, R(E)) and -6u(y) S: 

0 in B(x, 1). Therefore by the property of subharmonic function, we have 

1 
0 s; u(x) s; IB( )I r u(y)dy s; ClluiiL2*(B(x,i)) s; CE, 

X, 1 JB(x,i) 

that is lim1x1_,00 u(x) = 0. 0 

Remark 3.1.2. Note that we only need to assume that n+ is bounded and u E 

vi·2 (1Rn). On the other hand, obtaining lim1x\->oo u(x) = 0 is very crucial to the suc

ceeding arguments. In Section 5, we will discuss solutions whose Dirichlet energy is 

not assumed to be finite. 

The next Lemma shows that u not only uniformly tends to zero, but also goes to 

zero with certain speed, as jxj goes to infinity. 

Lemma 3.1.3. Assume (1.1.1), then u(.r) S: \x\~_ 2 , where C = !lu!ILoo(JRn)P~- 2 and 

x E !Rn - B(O, Pi). 

Proof. Let v = \x\~- 2 , then by the special choice of C we have: 

-6v(x) = 0 in !Rn - B(O, p1 ) and v(x) ~ u(x) on oB(O, Pi). 

Now consider w = u - v, then w satisfies: 

-6w(x) S: 0 in !Rn - B(O, p1 ) and w(x) S: 0 on oB(O, Pi). 

Moreover we see that lim1x1_,00 w(x) = 0. \Ve now claim that w(x) S: 0 in IRn-B(O, pi). 


Indeed, otherwise there would exist x 0 E !Rn - B(O, pi) such that u(x0 ) > v(x0 ) > 0. 
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We also notice that w(x) :S 0 on 8B(O, pi) and lim1x1__,00 w(x) = 0, we may assume w 

attains maximum at x0 . Therefore we would have 

0 :S -6w(x0 ) = -6u(x0 ) < 0, 

C' . na contraction. Hence, we have u :S v = i:i·i"-2 m JR - B(O, p1). D 

Next, we must estimate the sup-norm of the solution. We prove: 

Proposition 3.1.4. Assume (1.1.1). There exists a constant C so that for any solution 

u of (1.0.1) we have: 

where this C tends to zero as /la+llL""(O+) tends to zero. 

First, the maximum principle yields: 

Lemma 3.1.5. lluiiL=(JRn) can be attained inn+, i.e. there exists Xo En+ such that 

lluli£oo(JRn) = u(xa). 

Proof. Since lim1x1__,00 u(x) = 0, we may assume lluJJL""(JRn) is attained at x1 , which is 

not in n+. Let n be the connected component of ]Rn - n+' which contains X1. By the 

Strong Maximum Principle 2.1.2, u(x) = u.(x1 ) in 0. Since f2+ n 0 is not empty, we 

are done. 

D 

First, we estimate the Dirichlet energy of the solutions. The claim in the following 

proof will also be useful in our existence proofs in the next section: 

Lemma 3.1.6. Assume (1.1.1), then we have 

r j\7uJ2d:r :::; r a+uq+ldx
}JRn }JRn 
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Proof. Since u satisfies the equation -611. = auq + buP, multiply both sides of the 

equation by u and iterate by parts. \Ve have for R 2:: p1 

(3.1.1) 

We now claim that there exists a sequence {Rn} and limn_,00 Rn = oo, such that 

faa(o,Rn) ~~udS _, 0 as n _, oo. Indeed. \\"(' have the following estimate: 

I { auudSI < llullu"'~lll~]f)~-2 { IV'uldS 
laa(O,R) 8n R laa(O,R) 

< 
Ilul ILoc(JR" )P;1 

-
2 

Rn-:2 lllJIL2(8B(O,R))l!V'ullL2(8B(O,R)) 

CR"2
1 

< Rn-2 llV'ullL2(8B(O,R)) 

c 
< Rn"23 llV'n!IL2(8B(O,R))· 

Notice oo > I IV'ul!l2(JRn) = f 0 

00 

faa(o,R) l\7nl 2dSdr, so there should exist a sequence 

{Rn} with limn_,00 Rn= oo, such that !IVnl!L2(8B(O,Rn)) -t 0 as n _, oo. Therefore 

1 au 
audS _, 0 as n _, oo, 

88(0,Rn) n 

and the claim is proven. 

Applying this to (3.1.1), we have 

D 

The next step is a bootstrap argum<'llt. Recall p1 is chosen such that n°+ CC 

B(O, P1). 
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Lemma 3.1. 7. For any positive integer s 2:: 2, there exists a constant 

so that 

l!ullL(s+IJ~(JRn) .:=:; C'. 

Moreover, C' tends to zero as l\a+\JL00(11+) and llulJL2•(JRn) tend to zero. 

Proof. We rewrite equation ( 1.0.1) as 

Then we just follow the steps in Appendix B in Struwe [41] (or Theorem 0 in Brezis 

[11].) The term a-uq - buP are nonnegative and so they may be neglected. Note 

that the existence of the integrals is assured a priori without truncation, since a+ is 

continuous and has compact support. 0 

The uniform estimate on u will be derived by comparison with the solution w E 

pl,2 (IRn) of 

(3.1.2) 

Theorem 3.1.8. Assuming n+ is bounded and nonempty, there exists a unique non

negative solution w E V1,2 (1Rn) to (3.1.2). 

Proof. By the Basic Hypothesis, n+ is bounded, so it is easy to see that -L.v =a+ in 

Rn has a solution v(x) = fRn <I>(x -y)a+(y)dx, where <I> is the fundamental solution of 

Laplace's equation. Furthermore, limlxl--ic. v(x) = 0. Thus, the existence of w follows 

from Theorem 2' in Brezis-Kamin [12]. 0 

Note that the conclusions of Lemmas 3.1.5, 3.1.6, and 3.1. 7 also hold with w in 

place of u. 

We are now ready to complete the proof of Proposition 3.1.4. 
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Proof. As remarked above, w satisfies the conclusions of the above Lemmas 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 

and 3.1. 7. From Lemma 3.1.6, we know that 

(3.1.3) 


By the Sobolev embedding we also have 

(3.1.4) 


for some constant C independent of w. Also by Holder we obtain 

(3.1.5) 

where tis the conjugate of q~i · Therefore combine (3.1.3), (3.1.4) and (3.1.5), we get 

that is 

Choosing s so that (s+1) n~2 2: (n+l~(p+l). from Lemma 3.1.7, we know that Ilwl IL(s+llr2:-2 (JRn) 

is uniformly bounded. Apply the standard elliptic estimate (see [42]) on the do

main f2+ CC 0 = {X E !Rn jdist(x, f?0+) < E}, where E is chosen SO small that 

!la+!l 1 oc(6) = !!a+i!L=(o+) and volume(O) ::::; 2volume(n+), we have 

J!w!! n+I < C(!IL,.,;lj n+1 - + l!wll n+l . ).2W•-Z(O+)- LZ-(0) L-Y-(0) 

Then by Sobolev embedding theorem, in view of Lemma 3.1.5 we have shown that 

there exists a constant C" = C"(q, p, n, llu+!loo, n+) so that l!wl!oo :SC". 

To conclude, we use Lemma 2.2.1 with u1 = u and u2 = w, notice that w is positive 

everywhere. Applying Lemma 2.2.1 we thus obtain 0 ::::; u(x) ::::; w(x) holds for all 

x E !Rn, for any solution u of (3.0.1 ), and the proposition is proven. 
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Corollary 3.1.9. Assume (1.1.1), then 

n-2 
u(x) < T/1P1

- \x\n-2 

for any x E lRn - B(O, p1) and T/l is a number depending on q, p, n and \\a+\\L=(IRn)· 

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.2: 

Proof. This is a comparison argument using the method from [17]. For positive number 

M, c, let w(s) be the function defined implicitly by 

M dt 
--;:::== = hs,1w(s) Jq:I tq+l 

with constants hf and c to be chosen later. Indeed we can write w(s) explicitly in 

terms of s 
2 

[ 
q+l ml-q~ ~ w(s) = 1\11

- 2 - v2s(l - --) -
2 q + 1 

Notice that since 0 < q < 1, then l~q > 2. So w(s) is at least twice continuously 

differentiable in [O, B], where B is defined by 

!vf 1-2¥ = hB(l - q + 1) ~-
2 vq +1 

It is easy to see that w(s) satisfies 

w"(s) - cwq(s) = 0 in (0, B). 

I:Vloreover w(s) is a decreasing function i11 s, w(B) = w'(B) = w"(B) = 0. Therefore, 

by defining w( s) = 0 for s E [B, oo), we obtain a non-increasing solution of 

w"(s) - cwq(s) = 0 in (0, oo) 

with w(O) =Mand supp(w) = [O, BJ. 
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n-2 

We know from previous proposition that u(x) :S 1~1L 2 for IxI > p1. Let us define 

g(x) : lRn - B(O, p1) ____, R to be the following 

( ) = [( T/1P~i-2 )1-~ - J2(1 - q + 1) 
g X (lxJ - l)n-2 2 (q + l)Jx~(n-2)(1-q)] ' 

where we pick T/ > 0 such that 

J2(1 _ q + 1) C!C_ = ( n-2)1-~ + 1. 
2 vq + 1 T/1P1 

We rewrite g(x) as the following form 

1 [ n-2 1_!l±! Ir. - 1 (n-2)(1-q) Jq + 1 RFi JxJ
g(x) = (n-2)(1-q) ('71P1 ) 2 - V2(1 - -2-) -+1 ( J J ) 2 . 

(JxJ - 1) 2 q x 

By the assumption that lim inf1x1_,()() a.-J:l'J(n- 2)(l-q) > TJ, then there exists p2 > p1 + 1, 

which depends on a., such that 

g(x) < 0 for Jxl 2:: P2 and a- 2:: JxJ(n-~)(l-q) for Jxl 2:: P2 - 1. 

Now we choose 
n-2 

f\!f = T/1 P1 T/
and c = (n-2)(l-q).(p2 - 1r-2 

P2 
Hence consider the function f(s) : [O, 1] -----; R defined by 

f(s) = M1-~ - J2s(l - q + 1) ~. 
2 vq+ i 

We find that f(O) > 0 and f(l) = g(p2 ) < 0 from above calculation, then according to 

the mean-value Theorem 

0 < sup {t Jf(s) 2:: 0 for s E [O, t]} < 1. 
099 

Therefore for the choice of M and c, B is well-defined and 0 < B < 1. 

Let v(x) = w(JxJ - (p2 - 1)), then we see that v satisfies 

L:.v - cvq < 0 in JR" - B(O, P2 - 1) 

v Mon 8(1Rn - B(O,p2 - 1)). 
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Also notice that for lxl E [p2 - 1, P2), a- 2 lxl(n-2)(1-q) > P~n-2)(1-qJ = c. 

For u we have 

DU+ auq + buP 0 in IRn - B(O, P2 - 1) 

By subtracting them, we have 

-6(v - u) 2 -a(x)uq - <'1"1 for x E IRn - B(O, P2 - 1). 

We now claim that v 2 u 2 0 for x E IR" - B(O, p2 - 1). Otherwise there would exist 

x0 E (IRn - B(O, p2 - 1)) such that u(x0 ) > v(x0 ) ;::::::: 0, which implies that v - u attains 

its global minimum at some point x0 E IR" - B(O, p2 - 1). At x0 , 

0 > -D.(v - u)(xo) 

> (-a(xo)uq(xo) - n,<1(xo)) 

{ -a(xo)u'(xo) > 0 if v(xo) = 0 
> 

(-a(x0 ) - c)r'1(:r0 ) > 0 if v(xo) > 0, 

a contradiction, and so the claim is proven. 

So we must have v 2 u 2 0 for x E (lFr - B(O, p2 - 1)), which implies u has 

compact support. Therefore supp( u) cc B(O, p2 ). D 

In the end we note that the main ingredient in the above proof is the decay estimate 

on the solution in the exterior of B(O, p1). Any improvement on the required decay 

(1.1.2) of a-(x) would require a sharper estimate in Corollary 3.1.9. 

Remark 3.1.10. For solutions of (1.0.1) in IRn, n = 1, 2 we unfortunately do not have 

decay estimates as in Lemma 3.1. 3, principally because the fundamental solution does 

not decay to zero at infinity in dimension 11 :::; 2. Nevertheless, Lemma 3.1.1 still holds 

for any classical solution in Lt(IRn) for t 2 1, so we can prove in very similar way 
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that all classical solutions of {3.0.1) in V(IRn) have compact supports under strong 

assumption liminf1x1_,00 a-(x) > 0. However, we can not uniformly control the size 

of the support because the Sobolev inequaldies are domain-dependent in dimensions 

n = 1, 2. The statement we can make in any dimension is the following: 

Theorem 3.1.11. Assume {1.1.1), ifliminf1x1_,00 a- > 0, all classical solutions in 

U(IRn) fort~ 1 must have compact support. 

Proof. The proof is much simpler since we do not need to choose the place where we 

make the comparison. We may just pick M = !!u!!Loo(IRn) and compare w with u outside 

B(O, P1 ). D 

Remark 3.1.12. If a-(x) decays too fast at infinity solutions may not have compact 

support. Indeed, using the same trick as in (7, 2] we obtain that for any compactly 

supported solution, 

r a(x) + bup-qdx < 0. (3.1.6) 
lsupp(U) 

However, if we choose b = 0 and a( x) E L 1 satisfying { 1.1.1) with f!Rn a(x) > 0 then a 

compactly supported solution could never satisfy (3.1.6), and thus no solution can have 

compact support. 
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3.2 Existence and Uniqueness 

In this section we present the proof of the basic existence theorems, Theorem 1.1.1 

and Theorem 1.1.6, and a more general form of the uniqueness result Theorem 1.1.4. 

Throughout we assume the dimension n 2: 3. 

We use the method of sub- and super-solutions (also known as the method of upper 

and lower solutions). The basic idea is to find a sub-solution (lower solution) Y. and 

a super-solution (upper solution) u which have the following properties: y_ :::; u at 

each point in IRn, and each satisfies the equation (3.0.1) but with inequality replacing 

equality: 

-Dy:::; a(x)Y.'1 + b(x)yP, in ]Rn, 

-Du;::::: a(x)u" + b(x)uP, in JRn. 

The existence of a solution to (3.0.1) will come from iterating the equation starting 

from either the sub- or super-solution. This process will be monotonic, and is called 

"monotone iteration" (see e.g. Sattinger [36].) Existence results of this type are well

known in the setting of bounded domains (see [7, 8], for example,) and we adapt the 

technique here for entire solutions in IR". It will be essential to be sure that at each 

step in the iteration process we preserve the uniform boundedness of the solutions and 

belongingness of the solutions in the function space V 1,2 (1Rn). 

Recall from Theorem 3.1.8 the definition of w E V 1,2 (1Rn). To begin the iteration, 

we start with the following equation: 

(3.2.1) 

where f is Holder Continuous and 0 :::; f ::; w. 

Lemma 3.2.1. (3.2.1) has a solution z E V1,2 (1Rn) n L00 (1Rn) and z ::; w. 
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Proof. We use monotone iteration to prove this result. Let us consider the following 

equation 

-l':::.zn + a-z~ - bz~ =a+r in B(O, n) , z 2 0 and z E H~(B(O, n)). (3.2.2) 

It is easy to see that.?'..= 0 is a lower solution, z = fJR.n <1>(x-y)a+(y)r(y)dy is an upper 

solution, where ¢ is the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation. Furthermore we 

see that z:::; w since 0 :::; f :::; w. Therefore by lower-upper solution method the above 

equation has a solution Zn :::; w. 

Claim 1. The solution Zn is unique 

Indeed if there is another solution Z,,. then we have 

Then multiply both sides by Zn - Zn and integrate by parts, we have 

{ )V7(Zn-Zn)\2dx+ { a-(z~-Z,,q)(Zn-Zn)dx- { b(Zfi-z;:'1)(Zn-Zn)dx = 0
JB(O, n) JB(O, n) JB(O, n) 

Since they are all nonnegative, we conclude that Zn = Zn. 

It is easy to see that Zn+l is an upp<~r solution for (3.2.2), so by the uniqueness 

Zn+l 2 Zn. Moreover we have the following estimate 

f jV7 Zn) 2dx+ { a- z~+ 1 dx- { bZfi+1dx = { a+ r Zndx :::; ( a+wq+1dx.
JB(O, n) JB(O, n) JB(O. 11.) JB(O, n) }JR.n 

Therefore let Z = limn---+oo Zn, then Z is n solution to (3.2.1) and it satisfies 

r IV7 Zj 2dx + r a- zq+ldx - / bZP+ 1dx :::; r a+wq+ldx. (3.2.3)
}IR,n }IR,n }'R" }'Rn 

and Z:::; w. 0 

Next, in order to prove the uniqueness of the solution Z, we need to improve Lemma 

3.1.3. Let 
V = [n(11 - 2)]~ 

(3.2.4)n-2 · 
(1 + jxj 2 )-2 
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Of course V (x) is (up to scaling and trnnslation) the unique solution of the familiar 

critical Sobolev exponent equation in JR", .6.V + v~!; = 0 (see [16]). Since n+ is 

bounded, we can pick /51 > 0 so that n+ cc B(O, /51). We have the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2.2. Assume Z in V1•2 (1Rn) 'is a nonnegative smooth solution of -6Z ::::; 

0 in ]Rn - B (0, pi). Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that Z ::::; CV in 

JRn-B(O, p1). Moreover there exists a increasing sequence {Rn} with limn__,00 Rn= oo 

so that faB(O. Rn)~~ Z-+ 0 as n-+ oo. 

Proof. FromLemma3.1.1, wehavelim1x1-x Z(x) = 0. FollowingtheproofofLemma3.1.3, 

replace v in Lemma 3.1.3 by CV for some big constant C. Notice that -6(CV) > 0, 

we can show that Z ::::; CV in ]Rn - B(O. rii). Therefore we have Z ::::; C1 lxl-(n-2l for 

some C1 , then the last part follows from the claim in previous Lemma 3.1.6. D 

Lemma 3.2.3. The solution obtained from previous lemma is unique. 

Proof. Suppose there are two solutions Z. Z, which satisfy the estimates (3.2.3), then 

we have 

Then multiply both sides by Z - Z and integrate by parts over B(O, R), we have 

r IV'(Z-Z)l2dx+ r a-(zq_zq)(Z-Z)dx- r b(ZP-~)(Z-Z)dx
JB(O, R) JB(O, R) 	 JB(O, R) 

+ 	f B(Z - Z) (Z - Z)dS = O 
laB(O, R) 8n 

From Lemma 3.2.2, there exists a sequence {Rn} and limn_,00 Rn = oo, such that 
8(Z Z) faB(o, Rn) --i;--(Z - Z) __, 0 as n __, oo. Let n __, oo, we have 

So we can conclude Z = Z. 	 D 



Next we go to the main iteration process. Let us consider the following iteration 

equation 

/\ + - q b P _ + q .', ll])n > 0 d E -nl 2(mn) (3.2.5)-l_).Un+l a Un+l - Un+l - a Un U/, ll'\I. , Un _ an Un v ' ll'\I. , 

where u1 = llp for small p such that 0 :S !lp :S w, and 'J£p is constructed in the following 

manner: take small ball B cc n+, let Q = infxEBa(x), define 

p(;. in B 
u = -P { 0, elsewhere 

where ~ > 0 is the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue of the following 

problem 

and ~ = 0 on oB, 

for details, see [7]. Notice that 'J£p is Lipschitz in !Rn and satisfies 

since Jlp is a lower solution. 

Lemma 3.2.4. w 2 u2 2 u 1 = 'J£p and 

(3.2.6) 

Proof. The proof is simple, we just go back to proof of Lemma 3.2.1. It is easy to see 

that 'J£p is a lower solution to the equatio11 (3.2.2) and w is an upper solution, therefore 

we have desired results. D 

Base on the above lemma, we can start our induction process. 

Lemma 3.2.5. w 2 Un+I 2 Un 2 'J£p and 

(3.2.7) 



Proof. From above lemma we know the initial step is true, now assume Un 2: Un-1, we 

have 

A - q b 71 > A - q b p-uUn+l +a Un+l - 11 11 +1 _ -uUn +a Un - Un, 

that is 

Then multiply both sides by (Un -Un+d+. integrate over B(O, R), and follow the steps 

in claim of Lemma 3.2.3, we will have 

From above we conclude (un - Un+i)+ = 0. which means Un+l 2: Un. D 

Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.1.1: 

Proof. We simply take U = limn__.00 u 11 , then in view of the estimates from the previous 

we know U is a solution of (3.0.l). So we prove the existence for (3.0.1). As for 

the maximal solution, we follow the same process. Notice that during the proof for 

Proposition 3.1.4, we have that u ::; w for any solution of (3.0.1) and 

So we pick u 0 =wand iterate, only this time { un} is decreasing sequence and Un ::; w. 

Furthermore we have that Un 2: u for any solution u of of (3.0.1). Therefore [! 

limn__.00 Un is the maximal solution. D 

Remark 3.2.6. The boundedness of o+ is not essential for the existence of U; for a 

more general existence result see f12}. 

Corollary 3.2. 7. Under hypothesis {1.1.1 ), {1.0.1} has a classical compactly supported 

solution U with its support contained in B(O, P2) if lim1x1__,00 a-(x)Jxl(n-2}(l-q) > TJ, 

where T/ and p2 are from Theorem 1.1. 2. 
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In terms of the solution class S1 (defined in Definition 1.0.1), we obtain the following 

existence result: 

Corollary 3.2.8. Assume (1.0.2), then S1 -I- 0 for any nonempty IE M. 

Proof. Construct a subsolution Yep as a superposition of disjointedly supported sub

solutions, one for each component of 0:j, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.1. Monotone 

iteration then produces a solution which is positive in each component. 0 

\i\Tith some minor modifications of these arguments we may now prove the existence 

of minimal element in S1 as announced in Theorem 1.1. 6. 

Proof. We first assume that hypothesis ( 1.0.2) holds. To prove the assertion we may 

argue as in Theorem 4 of [33] , and define u1 = infuESi u(x), which (by [33]) is a 

nonzero solution 0 

Finally, we also conclude that, for the parametrized family of problems (1.1.5), the 

maximal solution U>- E SM is monotone. 

Corollary 3.2.9. Assume (1.0.2), the maximum solution U>- E S1"1 of (1.1.5) is in

creasing as >. increases. 

Proof. It is simple, for 0 < >. 1 < >.2, \W know that w 2: max(U>- 1 , U>-2 ). Then we 

iterate this super-solution wfor (1.l.5}>- like above it results in a monotone decreasing 2 , 

sequence {un} and Un 2: max(U>-Jl U>-2 ). But U>- 1 :::; Un-> U>- 2 , we are done! 0 

We now turn to questions of uniquern~ss, and the characterization of the solution 

space of (1.0.1) in terms of the supports of the solutions. First, we note that every 

solution of (3.0.1) must be positive in at least one connected component of ri+. 

Lemma 3.2.10. Assume (1.0.2), if I= 0, then N1 = 0. 



Proof. If I = 0, then for any u E N 1 it is a subharmonic function. Thus, for any 

x E IRn, we have 

0 ~ u(x) ~ loB( 
1 

R)\ { u(y)dy---+ Oas R---+ oo 
X, Ja1J(x, R) 

since lim1x1_,oo u(x) = 0, which implies u(:i:) = 0. D 

From Lemma 2.1.3 we know that any solution u of (3.0.1) is either positive in nj or 

entirely zero in nt for i E M, but for uniqueness we require that u should be positive 

up to the boundary of each component. This will be guaranteed for p 2: 1 (see below), 

but a delicate question for p < 1. We define a class of functions P by: 

Lemma 3.2.11. Assume (1.0.2} and solution u of (3.0.1} is positive in nt for some 

i E M. Then if p 2: 1, u > 0 in nt; if JJ < 1 and ~~:~ is uniformly bounded in fl+, 

u > 0 in nt. 

Proof. For p 2: 1, hypothesis (1.0.2) ensur(~S that an interior ball condition is satisfied 

by nt, so we may directly apply Hopf's Lemma to the equation 

-/:;u - b(x)uP = a(x)uq 2: 0 in flt and U 2: 0 in flt. 

We conclude that u > 0 in fl+. 

For p < 1, if Xo E ant and u(xo) = 0. since nt satisfies an interior ball condition, 

we take a small ball BE C nt with radius f and x 0 E 8BE. For E small we have 

h(:i:)
-6u = a(x)(l + -.()up-q)uq 2: 0 in B,. 

(J :i: 

Hopf's Lemma implies that \7u(x0 ) # 0. Since u attains minimum at x 0 , \7u(x0 ) = 0, 

a contradiction. D 
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Definition 3.2.12. We say that b(x) is compatible with a(x) if any solution u of 

(1. 0.1) lies in the function set P. 

From above lemma we see that any non-positive b(x) is compatible when p ~ 1, 

but p < 1 requires some extra assumptions on b near art{. 

Uniqueness in the classes N1 now follows from the comparison Lemma 2.2.1, since 

membership in the function set P ensmes that the hypotheses are satisfied. The 

following generalizes the uniqueness result in Spruck [39]. Theorem 1.1.4. 

Theorem 3.2.13. Assume (1.0.2), if b(:i:) is compatible, then the number of elements 

in N 1 is at most 1 for any non-empty I. In particular if k = 1, then the solution to 

(1. 0.1) is unique and its support is connected. 

Proof In order to apply Lemma 2.2.1, we need the elements in N1 decaying to zero at 

the infinity, this is assured by Lemma 3.1.1. 

We may immediately combine the existence of a maximal solution from Theo

rem 1.1.6 with the uniqueness result to obtain: 

Corollary 3.2.14. Assume (1.0.2), if b is compatible, the maximal solution U is the 

unique element in SM. 

Here we present the proof for Proposition 1.1.5. 

Proof For b(x) =-1, define ai(x) by 

if x E 0{, 

if x Et nt, 
Then we consider the following equation: 

(3.2.8) 
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By regularity results and strong maximum principle, we see that solution to (3.2.8) lies 

in the set P. Therefore by Lemma 2.2. l the solution to (3.2.8) is unique, denoted by ui. 

By uniqueness when nt moves, so does 111. Furthermore ui is also compactly supported 

by Theorem 1.1.2. So if we choose 6'* big enough so that supp(ui) n supp(u1) = 0 for 

any i # j, then by Theorem 3.2.13 N1 contains exactly one solution for each I#. The 

first part is done! 

For the second part, notice that n; CC supp(ui). For nonempty I, choose any 

i E I, then the minimum solution u1 in S1 is super-solution for problem (3.2.8). By 

uniqueness we find that u 1 2:'. ui for any i E I. So if we choose 6* so small that 

supp(ui) n nt # 0 for any i # j, then (3.0.1) has only one solution, which is positive 

inn+. 

If we assume further that a(x) and b( :r) are radially symmetric, we have the fol

lowing: 

Corollary 3.2.15. Assume (1.0.2), if o and b are radially symmetric and b is com

patible, then the unique element in N1 is radially symmetric. If in addition n+ is a 

ball centered at the origin and b(x) = 0 inn+, then the unique solution of (3.0.1) is 

radially decreasing. 

Proof. If a and b are radially symmetric. since Laplace's operator is invariant under 

rotation, we know that the element in N 1 is radially symmetric due to Lemma 2.2.1. If 

n+ is a ball centered at the origin and b( :r) = 0 in n+, then b is compatible. The result 

follows from Strong Maximum Principle 2.1.2 and the fact that the unique solution 

uniformly converges to zero at the infinity. D 

Remark 3.2.16. Note that we do not need to apply the moving planes method in this 

setting since we have the uniqueness result. Furthermore, the moving plane process 

would require more stringent hypotheses on a and b. 

:! 1 
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3.3 The Parametrized Equation 

In this section we consider the effect of the parameter >. on the shape and multiplicity 

of solutions to the parametrized family, 

(3.3.1) 

First we are going to discuss the asymptotic behavior of problem (3.3.1), actually 

we already know that from Theorem 1.1.1. it has a maximum solution U;.. in L00 (1Rn) n 

D 1•2 (1Rn) for any >.. The first question \Ve want to ask is what will happen when >. 

tends to zero? \Vell assume b is compatible, if n+ is admissible, we see that that the 

maximum solution U;.. of (3.3.1) breaks into pieces and each piece is also a solution of 

( 3.3.1). Actually We have the following Theorem 1.1.8, whose proof is very similar to 

Theorem 2.5 in [7], so we briefly repeat it here. Before proving the Theorem, we need 

two Lemmas. 

Lemma 3.3.1. For any positive constant c, the equation 6u = c'ii5 in IRn has a radial 

solution U = Br 1 .:_q where gi-q = (l-q) 
2
': • 

' 2[n-q(n-2)) 

Lemma 3.3.2. For any ball B cc !Rn - n°+, any g(x) ;::: 0, the following problem has 

at most one non-negative classical solution, 

-6v = a(x)vq + bv" in B v = g on 8B. 

The proof for the first lemma is by direct calculation, the proof for the second 

lemma is by direct comparison of two solutions. With the help of the above two 

lemma, we can show the proof of Theorcrn 1.1.8: 

Proof. By assumption n°+ is admissible, then dist(n?+, nJ+) > 0 for any i -/=- j. Let 

b = l~ infi;ij dist(n?+' nJ+), then b > 0. 
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As before, take p1 > 0 so that n°+ cc B(O, p1). Let 

Ci= {x E B(O, Pl+ 485) I dist(x, n?+) :::; 6} 

It is easy to see that Ci n cj = 0 for any i -=I- j. Let c = uiEMCi. We define 

N = {x E B(O, Pl+ 325) I dist(x, n°+) 2: 46}. 

For any x E N, B(x, 6) n Ci = 0 for any 'i E M. Finally set 

Q = inf a-(x).
xEB(O, /?+488)-C 

By Lemma 3.3.1 we find that the following equation 

2
L:.u = guq in B(x, 6), u = 0(6) l-q on 8B(x, 6) 

- 2 

has a solution U =Bly - xi l-q, where x E N. 

We now claim that the equation, 

-L:.v = a-(y)vq + b(y)vP in B(x, 6) v = U on 8 B(x, 6) 

2 

has a unique solution v = U>. if llU>.JJL"-(!Rn) < 0(6) l-q, where U>. is the maximum 

solution of (3.3.1 ). Indeed, from Lemmn 3.1.4, we have lim>.__,o U>. = 0. Therefore 
2 

there exists A* > 0 such that JIU>.JJL=(!R,,) :::; 0(6)1=<1 for A:::; A*. Hence U is an upper 

solution for the above equation and 0 is n lower solution, so the above equation has a 

solution v. But it is clear the maximum solution U>. is also a solution, by lemma 3.3.2 

we know that the above equation has a unique solution v = U>.. Therefore we have 

0:::; U(x) :::; U(x) = 0, which means U(x) = 0 for all x EN. Hence we can write 

U>. = L,iEMUi and SUpp(u,) n SUpp(uj) = 0 for i -=f- j, 

where n+ c supp(ui), which means that r:,iEfUi E N1. D 
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Remark 3.3.3. If in addition we assu.me b is compatible in Theorem 1.1.8, then 

Lemma 2. 2.1 will apply, we have uniqueness for N1 . So for ,\ small, the support of the 

maximum solution U>.. will break into k disjoint components, which generate the unique 

element in N1. 

We finish the discussion when,\ is small, it is natural to ask what will happen when 

,\gets big. Under the assumption (1.0.2). fix IC A1, by Theorem 1.1.6 the minimum 
1 

element of S1 exists, denoted by U>.,. Let n>.. = ,\<i=Tu>.., then V>.. satisfies the following 

equation ]Rn. 

(3.3.2) 

For each fixed ,\, let Eh be the corresponding set of S1 , associated with the above 

equation (3.3.2). Let us begin the process of proving Theorem 1.1.9 with a few Lemma. 

Recall that Theorem 1.1.9 concerns the case p < 1. 

Lemma 3.3.4. Assume {1.0.2), then V>.. is the minimum element in S1. Moreover, V>.. 

is increasing as ,\ increases, and V>.. ::;: u,•, where w is as in (3.1.2). 

Proof. Suppose 0 < .\1 < .\2 , since -± aucl b,\~ are increasing, then from Theorem 

1.1.1 we see that V>.. 2 is an upper solution for the equation (3.3.2) at ,\ = .\1 , by choosing 

suitable 'l£.p as lower solution, we get a solution v E S1 of (3.3.2) at ,\ = .\1 such that 

V>..1 ::;: v ::S: V>.,2 • The last part is from Theorem 1.1.6. 0 

We now identify a limit for V>.. as ,\ ___, CXl. \i\Then p < 1, the limit will be w, as in 

Lemma 3.1.8. When p = 1 the linear term modifies the limit. We have: 

Lemma 3.3.5. For Holder continuous b(:r) ::;: 0, there exists a unique non-negative 

solution Wb E 'D1•2 (IRn) to the following equation: 

(3.3.3) 
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Proof. Now, since b(x) S 0, w is a sup<~r-solution for the second equation. As in 

section 3.2 we may construct a sub-solution supported in a ball compactly contained 

in n+, and follow the monotone iteration method as developed in that section. Notice 

that we only needed to assume the Basic Hypothesis (st+ bounded) for these results to 

hold. The uniqueness follows from Lemrm1 2.2.1, as we remarked at the end of Chapter 

2. D 

Lemma 3.3.6. Assume (1.0.2}, then 

w(.r). if q < p < 1; 
lim v>-(x) = 

A->OC { 0v'1i(:r), if p = 1, 

uniformly in JR.n, where w is from (3.1.2) and wb is from Lemma 3.3.5. 

Proof. From above Lemma we see that I'>- is increasing and uniformly bounded, let 

V = limn_,00 V),, then it is easy to see that lim1x1_,00 V(x) = 0, moreover from equation 

(3.3.2) we have llv>-llc1,n(B(O,R)) is uniformly bounded for fixed R, therefore we have V>. 

uniformly converges to V. In either case. we may pass to the limit in the distributional 

formulation of the equation and obtain that the limit solves (3.1.2) if p < 1 or (3.3.3) 

if p = 1. Since lim1x1_,00 V(x) = 0, by uniqueness of the solution (in either case) we 

obtain our conclusion. D 

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.9: 

1 

Proof. Since U>. = ,\T=Qv>. and V>- uniformly converges to V > 0 in JR.n. Since u>- is 

minimum element in S1 and the choices for I are finite, all solutions of (3.3.1)>. are 

positive in f2+. Therefore Lemma 2.2. l implies that NM has only one element! D 

When we consider the case p > 1, it is easy to see that the above process should 

not work, in part because now lim),_,00 >. ~ = oo. To obtain some asymptotic results 

in this regime we must impose some conditions on b(x) on and around the set n+. 
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Let U>. be any solution of (1.1.5). We prove: 

Theorem 3.3.7. Assume (1.0.2) and p > 1. 

(2) 	IfinfxEn+ lb(x)I > 0, then liu>-ili,:Oq(IR") ~CA for some constant C > 0 independent 

of A. 

1 

{3} 	Ifb(x) = 0 in a ball B c n; for some i EM, then liminf>.-+oo liu>-llLOO(JRn)Aq::J > 

0, for I= {i} and U>. E S1. 

(4) 	If {x E ]Rn lb(x) = O}nn+ has a open connected component 0 such that n;no =/=

0 for any i E M, then the problem ( 1.1. 5) has a unique solution, which is positive 

in n+ for A large enough. 

1 

We first require some Lemmas. Let I'>.= A0u>., so that V>. satisfies the following 

modified equation. 

a- b 
- /\v = a+vq - -vq + p-q-E q+E · Tll>nu 	 , __, u>. v in .Ii'\. , (3.3.4)

"' A1 
1-q 

where we pick E > 0 small so that E < 1- <J. Under the assumption (1.0.2) the equation 

(3.3.4) admits a minimal solution V>. in th(' class S1 , where S1 is the corresponding set 

of S1 , associated with the equation (3.3.4). 

Lemma 3.3.8. Assume (1.0.2), if for sorne a-> 0, liminf>.-+oo llu>-lli:Oq(~~)A- 1 < oo. 

Then there exists an increasing sequence Pn} with limn-+oo An = oo so that Ilv>.n Ii£=(JRn) 

has a positive lower bound C(Oj) independent of A for large A. 

Proof. By assumption we can pick an increasing sequence {An} with limn-+oo An = oo 
1 

so that iiu>-Jii:Oq(~~lA;;- 1 ~ C for some C > 0. Hence we have iiu>-niiL=(JRn) ~ CA::;,-q+", 

so 
Up-q-E 1•-q-< 1 < 

>.n < r- \"-q+"-( -1=q) 
1--' - \_ / 11 •

An 	 l-q 
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For this fixed a > 0, we can choose E > 0 small so that p-q+-£ < 1 - - £ Thereforep-q a 1-q • 

---d-r-ui;_-q-£ --> 0 uniformly in n+. By the same proof for Lemma 4 in [33], the result 
An r=q n 

follows. D 

We are ready to prove the first two assertions in Theorem 3.3.7. For the first, since 

under hypothesis (1.0.2) the choices for I are finite, we only need to show the Theorem 

is true for uA, which is the minimum element in 51 for each fixed I C !vf. 

Let us prove by contradiction, assume otherwise for some a > 0, 

. . f 11 11''-q+a \ - l1lm 1ll UA L">C(JRn)/\ < 00, 
A--->oo 

then take E and {.An} from the proof of above Lemma. So there exists C > 0, for 

example C = C(nj)/2 from above lemma, so that for n large 

1 

which implies lluA,,llL"°(JRn) ~ C.A~-q. But we assume at the beginning lluAJl£oo(JRn) ~ 
1 

C.A~-q+a, it is a contradiction! So we must have liminfA_,00 lluAlli,:Oq(~~),A-
1 = oo for 

any a> 0. 

For the second part, let us assume inf,.En+ lb(x)I = b > 0, from Lemma 3.1.5 we 

see that 

where uA attains global maximum at x 0 E n+. Hence we have 

-Ajja+llL00 (1Rn)IJuAJl1"°(IR") ~ (-b(:ro))jjuAJli,oo(JR") ~ blJuAlli,oo(IR")' 

1
that is IluAI li,:Oq(IR") ~ -Al la+ I lvx'(JRn)b- . This proves the second assertion of the theorem. 

To prove the third assertion, we require the following Lemma from [33]: 

Lemma 3.3.9 (Lemma 4 of [33]). Assmne {1.0.2), if b(x) = 0 in a ball B c nt for 

some i E M, then \lvAllv""(B) has a positive lower bound C(B) independent of .A for 

large A. 
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This proof of the third statement is then very simple. Take c = ~C(B), where 

C(B) is from above lemma. For large A, 

which leads to our conclusion. 

Finally, we prove the fourth statement of Theorem 3.3. 7 by contradiction. Since n+ 
has finitely many connected components, we can assume that there exists an increasing 

sequence {>.n} with limn~oc An= 00 so that U>..n > 0 in nt for some i E Mand U>.n = 0 

in nt for some j =/=- i. Take I = {i}, nssume U>..n is the minimum element in S1, 

then like the proof for Theorem 1.1.9, restricting to a subsequence if necessary, we 

have V>.n ;::=: V>..n -t V in 0, which solves -6w = a+wq in 0, by above Lemma and 

maximum principle V > 0 in 0, which contradicts our assumption! This concludes 

the proof of Theorem 3.3. 7. 

3.4 Solutions not in 1)L2(JR.n) 

In this section we consider the possibilit.v that u is an entire solution to the P.D.E. 

-6u = a(x)uq + b(x)uP in lRn, without requiring u to lie in the finite energy space 

V1•2 (1Rn). When u E Vl,2(1Rn) we prove the uniform decay estimates in Lemmas 3.1.1 

and 3.1.3. Since these estimates are crucial for the proof of compact support (Theo

rem 1.1.2) in the more general case we must recover them in some way. 

In general, we do expect that there are solutions which are not in 'D1•2 (1Rn). For 

example, consider the following equation 

(3.4.1) 

l+q-2p

where c1 > 0, 0 < q < p and r 1 > 0, moreover b1(x) = c2 (r - ri) 1 r-1 for r 2: r 1-q 

2 

and c2 > 0. We seek the form of solution .:: = O(r - ri) 1 for some e> 0, plug it into-q 
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the equation (3.4.1) and calculate, it is easy to see that if the following is satisfied 

2 2 l- _ 2(n - l)ei-p
C1 = --(-- - l)e q and C2 

1-q 1-q 1- q ' 
2 

then z = fJ(r - r 1 ) 
1-q is a solution of the equation (3.4.1), therefore let us look at the 

equation 

-6u = a(x)u'' + b(x)uP in ]Rn 

where a(x) = -c1 in !Rn - B(O, R 1) for some R 1 > 0 and b(x) ~ 0. 

From Theorem 1.1.2 we find that there exists p2 > R1 such that supp (u) C B(O, p2 ) 

for any compact support solution u of above equation and p2 is independent of b. Now 

if we assume r1 = P2 and b(x) = -b1(x) for !xi 2:: p2, then the above equation has a 

solution U of the form 
2 

for r 2:: P2U = :(r -P2)G 

{ for r ~ P2 

and it is clear that u ti: V 1•
2 (IRn)! 

In the radial case we may prove the following result: 

Theorem 3.4.1. Assume a(x) = a(lxl), b(:c) = b(lxl) and liminf1x1~00 a-(x) = c > 0. 

Then any smooth radial solution u(x) = u.(lxl) has the property that 

lim u(x)=O 
lxl~oc 

if u E L00 (1Rn) and limr~oo Urr- 1 = 0. 

Proof. First pick R > 0 big enough so that a-(x) 2:: ~for any !xi 2:: R, then we discuss 

the behavior of u(r) in the domain [ R, oo), we divide into three cases. 

Case 1: there exists r 1 2:: R such that 11Ar1 ) = 0. 

First we see that u(r) must attain lo(' al minimum at r = r 1 . Indeed if u(r 1) = 0, 

then we are done! So assume u(ri) > 0, then we have 
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Therefore u( r) attains local minimum at r = r 1 . 

We now claim that u(r) = 0 for r 2': r 1 . Otherwise, there would exist r2 > r 1 

such that u(r2 ) > 0. So we should have that ur(r) > 0 for r > r2 . If not, there 

would exist r 3 > r2 such that ur(r3 ) = 0, it is easy to see that u(r) attains local 

minimum at r = r 3 , therefore u(r) achieves local maximum at some r4 E (r1 , r 3 ), 

but this is impossible because Urr(r4 ) = -a(r4 )uq(r4 ) - b(r4 )uP(r4 ) > 0. So we must 

have ur(r) > 0 for r > r2 . Since u E Lx(IB.n) we have u(r) i !11 as r -+ oo for 

some positive constant f\;f, this leads to a sequence { r n} and limn....... 00 r n = oo such that 

limn....... 00 Urr(rn) = 0. But since limr ....... 00 u,.,.- 1 = 0, then we should have 

liminfurr(rn) = liminf(-o(rn)uq(rn) - b(rn)uP(rn)) > 0. 
n-oo 11--+oo 

This is a contradiction! So we have u(r) = 0 for r 2': r 1 . 

Case 2: ur(r) > 0 for any r E [R, oo). From the above proof we see that this case is 

impossible. 

Case 3: ur(r) < 0 for any r E [R, oo). 

Let m = limr....... 00 u(r), then we must have m = 0. Otherwise m > 0, then we can find 

a sequence {rn} and limn ....... x rn = oo such that 

lim 11.,., (rn) = 0. 
n--+cx: 

But 

This is a contradiction, and hence we must have limr ....... 00 u(r) = O! D 


It should be interesting and possible to prove some results in non-radial settings. 

In particular, Brezis-Kamin (Lemma A.6 of [12])), if we could show that 

1 '/l-+ 0 as R-+ 0,1 
laB(O, R)I aB(O,H) 
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then any smooth solution u E L00 (1Rn) of (3.0.1) has the property that lim1x1_,00 u(x) = 

0. Many open questions remain. 
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Chapter 4 

Concave Plus Convex 

Nonlinearities 

In this chapter we will deal with the special case when b(x) = 1, i.e. we study elliptic 

problem in IRn, n 2'.'. 3: 

-6.u = a(x)uq + uP in IR" , 0 < q < 1 < p < 2* - 1, 
(4.0.1)

{ u ::::: 0 in IR" , u E v1,2(IRn). 

Moreover we always make the following assumption on a, 

0 < aoo = liminf a-:::; limsupa- < oo, (4.0.2)
lxl->oo lxl->oo 

for a positive constant. 

Notice that the solutions of problem (4.0.1) could support in the region n- (see 

example 1.2.1). Therefore in this chapter. if u is a solution of (4.0.1), we always mean 

that u E D1,2(IRn) is a weak solution of (4.0.1) and u is positive somewhere inn+. 

\Ne will see that in this case the property of u is quite different to the one in (3.0.1), 

partially because that we do not have fixed sign for the right side of the equation in a 

neighborhood around infinity, hence we can not have results like Lemmas 3.1.3, 3.1.5, 

3.1.6 and 3.1.4. Nevertheless, the solutions in D 1·2(IRn) still have compact supports. 



4.1 Compact Support and Minimal Solution 

Just as in the logistic case (3.0.1), the solutions u of (4.0.1) still have compact support, 

although we do not have the control on the size of the support. We first prove a very 

useful lemma which is inspired by the paper of Cortazar, Elgueta and Felmer [18]. 

Lemma 4.1.1. Given a smooth function v 2: 0, suppose it satisfies for some R > 0 

lim v(x) = 0,
lxl__,oo 

then there exists Eo > 0 such that the set {.r E !Rn -B(O, R) 0 < v(x) < E} is bounded J 

for any E :::;; Eo, i.e. v is compactly supported. 

Proof. Define the functions J(s), F(s) : JR+__, IR to be 

1 1 

a

F(s) = --sp+l - c--sq+i, 
p+l q+l 

where c = ~a00 • Let D > 0 be the constant such that Dp-q = c~, it is easy to see that 

J(s) is decreasing in the range [O, D]. Siuce lim1x1__, 00 v(x) = 0 and liminf1x1_.00 a- = 

00 , then pick R1 > R such that 

a-(x) 2: c and v(x) < D for all x E !Rn - B(O, Ri). 

Let w(r) be the function defined implicitly by 

JD els 
--;:::::== = hr. 

w(r) J-F(s) 

It is easy to see that w(r) satisfies 

w"(r) + J(w(r)) = 0 in (0, A), 

where A is given by 

J2A = f n --;::=d=s= 
Jo J-F(s) 
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Moreover w(r) is a decreasing function in r, and it satisfies 

w(O) = D, w(A) = w'(A) = w"(A) = 0. 

Therefore by defining w(r) =0 for r E [A, oo), we obtain a non-increasing solution 

of 

w"(r) + J(w(r)) = 0 in (0, oo), 

with w(O) = D and supp w = [O, A]. 

Finally let V(x) = w(lxl - R 1), then we have 

D.V - cVq +VP < 0 in !Rn - B(O, Ri) 

V Don o(JRn - B(O, R1)). 

Noticing for v we have 

D.v - a-vq + vP > 0 in !Rn - B(O, Ri) 

v < Don 8(1Rn - B(O, R1)). 

By 	subtracting them, we have 

Claim: V 2: v 2: 0 for x E lRn - B(O, R 1). 

Otherwise there exists x0 E lRn - B(O, R 1) such that v(x0 ) > V(x0 ), which implies 

that V - v attains global minimum at some point in JRn - B(O, R1 ). Without loss of 

generality let us assume V - v achieves minimum at x0 , then we must have 

0 	 > -D.(V - v)(x0 ) 

> VP(xo) - cVq(xo) + a-(xo)v"(:co) - vP(xo) 

> VP(x0 ) - cVq(xo) + a-(xo)v"(.To) - vP(x0 ) + cvq(xo) - cvq(x0 ) 

> (VP(x0 ) - cVq(x0 )) - (vP(x0 ) - cvq(x0 )) + (a-(x0 )vq(x0 ) - cvq(x0 )) 

> 	 0, 
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a contradiction, and the claim is done. 

Thus we must have V 2 v 2 0 for :c E (JRn - B(O, R1 )), which implies v has 

compact support. Taking Eo = ~D, the Lemma then follows. 

D 

Now we introduce a Lemma which follows easily from an analogous result in [18]. 

For any ball B(x, 1) CC B(x, 2) we have: 

Lemma 4.1.2. There exists a continuous .function h: JR+ U {O} ~JR , with h(O) = 0, 

such that 

II U l!L00 (B(x,l))::; fi:h(ll U llHl(B(x,2))). 

The .function h depends on q, p, n, and the constant K depends on q, p, n and 

Ilal!L00 (B(x,2)) · 

Lemma 4.1.3. Assume u is a solution of (4.0.l}, then lim1xl--+oo u(x) = 0. 

Proof Since we assume that u E 1)1.2(.!R"), then for E > 0, there exists R1 > 0, which 

depends on E, such that 

l!ul!v1(IR" -IJ{O.R1)) < E. 

Hence for x E JR.n - B(O, R1 + 2), we have B(x, 1) C B(x, 2) C 1Rn - B(O, R1 ). So from 

Lemma 4.1.2 we get 

Notice that Jlul!H1(B(x,2)) is controlled by l!ul!v1.2(1Rn-B(O,Ri))i since h(t) is continuous 

and h(O) = 0. Thus the lemma is proved. D 

Combining the above two Lemmas, we obtain the Theorem 1.2.2: 

Theorem 4.1.4. Every weak solution of (4.0.l} is classical and has compact support. 
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Remark 4.1.5. By comparing the proofs of Theorems 1.1.2 and 1.2.2 we immediately 

notice the difference: in the logistic case, the maximum value is attained inside n°+ 
whereas in for (4.0.1) this may not be true, as example 1.2.1 demonstrates. 

We also note that the above theorem relies heavily on the fact that lim inflxJ--+oo a- > 

o. 

Now we turn to the issue of minimal element of 51 if it is not empty. We have the 

following theorem which is part of Theorem 1.2.3 

Theorem 4.1.6. Assume (1.0.2), if 5 1 i- 0, then there exists a minimum element u 1 

in 51. 

Before we are ready to prove this theorem, we need a few Lemmas. 

Lemma4.1.7. Assume (1.0.2), the solutionu of the equation (4.0.1) is either positive 

in n?+ or identically zero in n?+ j or any 1 2 i :::;: m. If in addition u is positive in 

n?+, then 'U is positive in n?+. 

Proof, The first part is due to Lemma 2.1.3, and for the second statement we know 

that the following is true 

since u is uniformly bounded in n?+. By the Hopf Lemma 2.1. l we can conclude our 

lemma. 

Let S1 and N1 be the corresponding set of 51 and N1 for the following equation: 

Then by Lemma 2.2.1 we have the following result: 
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Lemma 4.1.8. Assume (1.0.2), if 51 #- 0. then we have u ~ ]l.1 for any u E 51 , where 

]l.1 represents the minimum element in S1 . 

Proof. Since 51 #- 0, pick any u E 51 , then there exists JC M such that I c J and 

u E N1 . By the sub and super solution method, we conclude that N1 is not empty. 

Let us denote this unique element in NJ by ]J., hence we have 1J. :::; u. Since I C J, 

then 11. E S1 . So we have u ~ 11. ~ ]J.1 . This Lemma is done. D 

We still need some results about the following equation 

(4.1.1) 

where h is nonnegative, smooth and compact supported. 

Lemma 4.1. 9. There exists a compactl:y supported solution of the above equation 

(4.1.1). 

Proof. For R > 0, let us consider the Dirichlet boundary problem 

-6v + a-(x)vq = a+(x)hq + hP in B(O, R) and v = 0 on oB(O, R). 

Since h is nonnegative, then 0 is a lower solution to this equation. We also find out 

that v = fJRn q>(x - y)(a+(y)hq(y) + hP)diJ satisfies 

where q, is the fundamental solution of the Laplace's equation. So v is an upper 

solution, then there exist a solution v E HJ(B(O, R)) of this equation. Since h and 

a- are Holder continuous, then this solution v is classical. It is not hard to see that v 

is also unique. 
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Next we employ the arguments from Lemma 4.1.1 to show that when R is large 

enough, actually this solution v is compactly supported in B(O, R). Define the func

tions f(s), F(s) : JR+ ___,JR to be 

1
F(s) = -c--sq+l 

a

q + 1 ' 


where c = !a00 . Let D > 0 be the constant such that D = llhllux'(JRn), it is easy to see 


that f(s) is decreasing in the range [O, DJ. Since lim1x1--oo v = 0 and lim inflxl--oo a- = 


00 , then pick R1 > 0 such that 


a-(x) ~ c for all x E !Rn - B(O, Ri) and supp h CC B(O, R1). 

Let w(r) be the function defined implicitly by 

r/,c; J2f, D 
2 

w(r) J-F(s) = '· 

It is easy to see that w(r) satisfies 

w"(r) + J(w(r)) = 0 in (0, A), 

where A is given by 

J2A = ;·o -r=d=s= 
0 J-F(s) 

Ivloreover w(r) is a decreasing function i11 r, and it satisfies 

w(O) = D, w(A) = w'(A) = w"(A) = 0. 

Therefore by defining w(r) =0 for r E [A oo), we obtain a non-increasing solution 

of 

w"(r) + f(w(r)) = 0 in (0, oo), 

with w(O) = D and supp w = [O, A]. 


Finally let V(x) = w(lxl - R 1), then we have for R > R 1 +A+ 1 


6 V - cVq < 0 in B(O, R) - B(O, Ri) 

V Don oB(O. R 1)) and V = 0 on oB(O, R)). 
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Noticing for v we have 

6v - a-vq 0 in B(O, R) - B(O, R1) 

v < Don 8B(O, Ri) and v = 0 on 8B(O, R)). 

By subtracting them, we have 

-6(V - v) 2 -cVq + a-(:r)uri forx E (B(O, R) - B(O, Ri)) 

Claim 2. V 2 v 2 0 for x E B(O, R) - B(O, R1). 

Otherwise there exists x 0 E B(O, R) - B(O, Ri) such that v(x0 ) > V(x0 ), which 

implies that V - v attains global minilllmn at some point in B(O, R) - B(O, Ri). 

Without loss of generality let us assume V - v achieves minimum at x 0 , then we must 

have 

0 > -6(V - v)(x0 ) 

> -cVq(.to) + a-(xo)vq(xo) 

> 0. 

a contradiction, this claim is done. 

So we must have V 2 v 2 0 for x E (B(O, R) - B(O, R 1)), which implies v has 

compact support in B(O, R) for R > R 1 +A+ 1, then v is clearly also a solution of 

( 4.1.1). So this lemma is proven. 

Lemma 4.1.10. The compactly supported smooth solution of (4.1.1) is unique. 

Proof. Suppose there are two compactly supported smooth solutions v1 and v2 , then 

they satisfies 
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Subtracting them we have -6(v1 - v2) +(vi - vD = 0 in !Rn, multiply both sides by 

( v1 - v2 ) and integrate over !Rn, since they are compactly supported, we have 

So we must have v1 = v2 . This lemma is done. 0 

Now we start the monotone iteration process, using the minimum element in 51 as 

the starting point. Consider the following iteration equation 

/\ - q - + q p . TJ])n d > 0 . TJ])n-~Un+l + Q Un+l - a U 11 +Un in i& an Un_ in i& . (4.1.2) 

where u1 is the minimum element in S1 . 

Lemma 4.1.11. Assume {1.0.2), then every Un is well-defined and is compactly sup

ported. 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1.9 and Lemma 4.1.10, we see that every Un is well-defined and 

is compactly supported. 0 

Lemma 4.1.12. Assume {1.0.2}, then 1L2 2'. u 1 . 

Proof. We know that u1 and u2 satisfy the following equations 

and 

Subtract each other, we have -6(u1 - u.2 ) + a-(ui - u~) = -uf::; 0 in !Rn, multiply 

both side by ( u1 - u2 )+ and integrate over !Rn, we get 

Therefore ( u1 - u2)+ = 0, which implies u2 2'. u 1 in !Rn. 0 

Lemma 4.1.13. Assume {1.0.2), then 'll11+I 2:: Un. 
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Proof. We show this by induction, from the above lemma, we see that the first step is 

right. Now we assume that Un 2: Un_ 1, then for Un and Un+l we have 

and 

Subtract each other, we have -6(un - n,,+1) + a-(u~ - u~+ 1 ) :s; 0 in lRn, multiply 

both side by (Un - Un+ 1 ) + and integrate over lRn, we get 

Therefore (un - Un+1)+ = 0, which implies Un+l 2: Un in lRn. 0 

Lemma 4.1.14. Assume (1. 0.2), if S1 =/: 0, then Un :s; u for any u E S1. 

Proof. We also prove this by induction. Take any u E S1 , then by lemma 4.1.8, we 

know that u 2: u1, so the first step of the induction is right, now we assume u 2: Un, 

then we see that Un+l and u satisfy 

(/ 11d 

Subtract each other, we have -6(un+l - 11) +a-(u~+l -uq) :s; 0 in lRn, multiply both 

side by (un+l - u)+ and integrate over JR". we get 

Therefore (un+l - u)+ = 0, which implies ll11+1 :s; u in lRn. 0 

Finally we are ready to prove the Theorem 4.1.6. 

Proof. Take any u E S1 , from above lemma we know that Un is increasing and Un :s; u, 

then denote u1 to be the limit function of u 1, it is clear that u1 :s; u. So we only need 

to prove that u1 is a solution of (4.0.1). 

Claim 3. u 1 is a solution of (4.0.1}. 
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Indeed we know that Un is uniformly bounded by u, which is compact supported, 

then we know from the equation (4.1.2) that llunllc1,a(JRn) is uniformly bounded, then 

from the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem we have Un uniformly converges to UJ, moreover 

Un ----" UJ in V 1•2 (!Rn). Now take any function ¢ E CQ"(!Rn), multiply¢ to the equation 

(4.1.2) both side and integrate over !Rn, we have 

Pass the limit we have 

which implies u1 is a solution of the equation (4.0.1) in the weak sense, by standard 

bootstrap arguments, we see that u1 is a classical solution. This theorem is done. 
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4. 2 Existence for the Parametrized Equation 

As mentioned in the introduction, unlike the logistic case where the existence of a solu

tion is true under very weak hypotheses, for equation ( 4.0.1) the question of existence 

is more delicate. Our approach is to include a parameter in the equation and vary the 

strength of the positive part of a(x), 

(4.2.1) 

where a-y = 1a+ - a- and r > 0. \Ve only consider the dependence on r, so a is 

fixed. To emphasize the dependence 011 "Y, problem ( 4.2.1) is often referred to as 

problem ( 4.2.1 )-y. When there is no confusion, the subscript r will be omitted. For 

the existence of ( 4.2. l )-y the idea is not complicated, and has already appeared in the 

proof of Lemma 4.1.9, namely we find a global super-solution, which is positive in ]Rn 

and uniformly goes to zero at the infinity. This super-solution is also a super-solution 

of the following problem: 

-6u = a-y(x)uq + uP in B(O, R) and u E HJ(B(O, R)), u ~ 0, (4.2.2) 

for any R > 0, then study the solution of above equation for large R. 

First define for nonempty I E !vi := { 1, 2, ... , k} (where we recall that k denotes 

the number of connected components of n+): 

r1 =suph > o I s, i= 0 for (4.2.1)-y}· 

Lemma 4.2.1. Assume {1.0.2), then r, 'lS finite. 

Proof. Otherwise for each st{, i E I, we take a small ball Bi such that Bi cc st{. We 

define cpi, /i to be the first positive eigenfunction and first eigenvalue of the following 

eigenvalue problem 
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Next multiply (4.2.l)'"Y with <pi, then integrate over Bi, we have 

But 

that is 

Therefore 

i.e. 

Let Q = infx EUiEfBi a(x), then we have 

We know by assumption u is positive in ffj, but 1t - "'(Qtq - tP < 0 for all t > 0 when 

"'( is sufficiently large, so this is a contradiction. Hence we must have r < oo. 

From the above lemma and remark, we can tell that the equation (3.0.1) and (4.0.1) 

are quite different, we will see more later mi. Next we are going to prove a few lemmas 

to show that f 1 > 0. First recall that in [16] the nonnegative smooth solutions of the 

following equation 

!l±l
L:.v + vn-2 = 0 fur :t E ]Rn when n 2: 3. 

are of the form 
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for some A > 0 and x 0 E IRn. Note that 

= [n(n - 2)..\2]¥ < [n(n - 2)]~ = (\)
v x ( ) H-2 - n-2 - c /\ 

2(.A2 +Ix_ xOJ2) '.! ,A-
l 

0so we pick .A > 0 such that c( .A) = 1 and fix some x E n+. Denoted this special one 

by V. 

Lemma 4.2.2. There exists f* > 0 and Al > 0 such that 

-.6(1\IV) ~ a1 (:r)(MV)q + (MV)P, 

where M depends on a and / :S /*. 

00Proof. Set a = sup{a(x) I x E IRn}, let fl+ be a fixed ball including n+ with center 

x0 such that 
1 

inf{a-(x) \ x E IRn - B+} > 2aoo. 

This could be done because liminf1x!_,oc u- = a00 . Let K = inf{V(x) \ x E B+}, I 

should mention that when the radius of the ball B+ tends to infinity, K then goes to 

zero. 

Next we want to show -.6(MV) ~ a, (;r:)(l\IV)q + (.MV)P for some suitable positive 

constant M and small /, or equivalently 

n+2
MV n-2 > a-y(x)(MV)q + (MV)P in B+ 

n+2
MV n-2 > a,(x)(MF)<i + (MV)P in IRn - B+. 

First we discuss the part in IRn - B+, wlwre we need to get 

But we have in ]Rn - B+ 
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1 

So choose M so that 0 < M < ( ~a00 ) p-q. then we obtain 

n+2 +M 1-qy,,_2-q > 0 >-a + M11 ~" >a + (MV)P-q in ffi.n - B . 
- 00 - 'Y 

1 

that is for 0 < M < ( ~a00 ) p-q, we have 

If p = ~~;,then 0 < M < 1 is enough. 

Now we discuss the part in s+, where we need to get 

But in B+, we know 

n+2 n+2
!VIV n-2 > :If K n-2' 

Therefore we only need to show 

.!!.±1. n+2
Set A = a00 K- n-2 , B = K- n-2, it is equivalent to show 

!vf 1-q ?: 1A + Bf'vfp-q in B+. 

that is 

After some calculations we have the following results 

( l)P-1(1 )1-q
max{t1-q - Btp-q -1A} > 0 ¢===> (/A)P- 1B 1-q < p- - q ,

(p - q)P-q 

the maximum achieves at ts = [~~;~~)]~. As I mentioned at the beginning of the 

proof, we can enlarge the radius of the Ball B+, make K small, in turn B is big and 

ts is small. Therefore we can choose B+ large such that 

1 1 

0 <ts< (2a00 )P-q. 
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Take'* such that 
(. l)P-1(1 )1-q

(1*A)r-1 Bl-q = p - - q ' 
2(p - q)P-q 

and choose M = t 8 . So for r :S '*'we have suitable M such that 

-6(MV) 2: a"(MV)q + (MV)P in IRn. 

This lemma is proved. 0 

Remark 4.2.3. Notice that we can choose M so that M --+ 0 as/--+ 0. 

Lemma 4.2.4. r > 0 

Proof. Now we can see that fvfV is an upper solution for the equation (4.2.2), that is 

-Lu= a"l(x)uq + uP in B(O, R) and u E HJ(B(O, R)), u 2: 0, 

where "f :S ')'*. Then we can adapt the proof of Lemma 4.1. l just like we did for 

Lemma 4.1.9, as we can always find a suitable lower solution. 0 

Combining above lemmas together, we reach the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.2.5. Assume (1.0.2), then 0 < f 1 < oo. 

For later on we denote the minimal element of 51 at/ as u 1,"f. 

Corollary 4.2.6. ForO < /1 < ')'2 < r, 111.-11 :S UJ,"(2· Moreoverlim,_,o+ llu1,"fllLOO(JRn) = 

0 

Proof It is easy to see that u1,"f2 acts naturally as an upper solution for problem 

1 ,(4.2.2)"1 where we choose R2 such that supp u1,"f2 CC B(O, R). With proper lower 

solution we see that ( 4.2.2)"1 has a non-negative solution u :S u1,"f2 . Since supp u1,"f2 CC 

B(O, R), thenuisalsoasolutionof(4.2.1)-11 andu E 51,"fP sowehaveu1,"f1 :Su :S u1,"f2 • 

Next result is from remark 4.2.3 since ll111."lll£oo(JRn) :S M(I). D 
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Putting Theorem 4.1.6, Theorem 4.2.G and Corollary 4.2.6 all together we obtain 

Theorem 1.2.3 from the introduction. The proof of Proposition 1.2.4 is similar to the 

analogous result Theorem 1.1.8 for the logistic case, but finding an appropriate super

solution is more difficult. In order to prove this proposition, we need two lemmas and 

a few notations. 

Fix c > 0, it will be chosen later, let F(s) = J;(tP- n~ 1 tq)dt and(]'= (n~ 1 ~)p~q' 
for 0 < e :S (]', it also will be decided later, denote b = ~ foe ~. 

Lemma 4.2.7. Let B = { x E lRn I \xi < <5}, then the equation 

-L.v = vP - cvq in B and v =eon oB 

has a solution u such that u(0) = 0 and 0 :S u(x) :S e in B. 

Proof. We are going to use the sub-super solution method to prove this lemma. First 

construct the super-solution, let w(r) be the function defined implicitly by 

l
e ds ~ 

------;:::== = v 2r. 

w(r) J-F(s) 

It is easy to see that w(r) satisfies 

w"(r) + wP(r) - _c_wq(r) = 0 in (0, b)
n+l 

where bis given by above, w(r) is a decreasing function in r, w(O) = e and w"(b) = 


w'(b) = w(b) = 0. 


Now let V(r) = w(b - r), then V(O) \/'(O) = V"(O) = 0, V(b) = e and V(r) is 


increasing in [O, b], furthermore 


('

V"(r) + VP(r) - --Vq(r) = 0 in (0, b).
n+l 

So we have 

V'(r) = r V"(s)ds = r _c_Vq(s) - VP(s)ds :S (-c-Vq(r) - VP(r))r.
lo lo n+ 1 n+ 1 
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Therefore for r -/= 0 we have 

n - l c c
6V(r) = V"(r) + --V'(r)::; --V'l(r) - VP+ (n - 1)(--Vq(r) - VP(r)) 

r n+l n+l 
n = --cVq(r) - nVP(r) ::; cVq(r) - VP(r).

n+l 

For r = 0, take the limit we see that 6 V = 0 = cVq(O) - VP(O), therefore V satisfies 

-6V 2: VP - cVq in B(O, 8) and V(b) =eon &B(O, b), 

which implies V(r) is a super-solution for the equation in the lemma. It is easy to 

see that 0 is a sub-solution, so we have n .solution u such that 0 ::; u ::; V ::; e and 

u(O) = V(O) = 0. D 

Next pick a point x0 E ~n and a positive number Ro > 0, and choose a continuous 

function b(x) E C(B(xo, Ro), R) such that infxEB(xo, Ro)= Q> 0, denote a= (;)p~q' 
we also choose a continuous function g(x) E C(8B(x0 , R 0 ), R) such that 0::; g(x) ::; a 

for any x E &B(x0 , Ro). Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2.8. The equation 

-6v = vP - b(x)vq in B(x0 , R0 ) and v = g(x) on &B(x0 , R0 ) 

has at most one smooth solution v such that 0 ::; v ::; a. 

Proof. We show this result by contradiction. Let us assume there are two different 

solutions v1 and v2 , which satisfy above equation. Since they coincide on the boundary, 

we may assume that there is point x* such that v2 (x*) > v1 (x*). Therefore without 

loss of generality we may assume ( v1 - v2 ) attains minimum at x*, then we see 

0 2: -6(v1 - v2)(x*) = (vf(x*) - b(.r*)v1(x*)) - (v~(x*) - b(x*)v2(x*)) > 0, 

a contradiction, this lemma is done. D 
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Now we are going to use these two lcnnnas to prove Proposition 1.2.4. 

Proof. By assumption n°+ is admissible, then dist(n?+, n~+) > 0 for any i #- j. Let 

6 = inC,.oj dist(n?+, n~+), then 6 > o. 

Pick R > 0 such that n°+ cc B(O, R), denote Ci= {x E B(O, R+3b) I dist(x, n?+) ~ 

186}, it is easy to see that Ci n cj = 0 for any i #- j. Let c = uiEMCi. 

We define 


N = {x E B(O, R + 2J) I dist(x, n°+) ?". ~}, 


then for any x EN, B(x, 1
8
6 )nCi = 0 for any i E 1\1. Finally let Q = infxEB(o, R+38)-C a-(x), 

then Q > 0. Now we choose the constants c and e mentioned before Lemma 4.2.7. Let 

c = Q, then CJ = ( n~l ~) v~q. Denote c51 = ~ foa ~, we make the following choice 

for e: 
3 1If c51 > , choose suitable e such that c5 = ~,
16 

(5 
If c51 ~ , choose e to be CJ.

16 

Since the sup-norm of the minimal elenwnt uM,"f tends to zero as r goes to zero, we 

pick '* > 0 so that 

Claim: If r ~'*'then ul\1 ,"f = 0 for a11y :r E N. Actually take x E N, then consider 

the following equation 

-6.v(y) = vP(y) - a-(y)vq(y) in B(:r. c5) and v = UM,"f on 8B(x, c5), (4.2.3) 

we see that from Lemma 4.2.8 this equation has a unique solution uM,T But from 

Lemma 4.2.7 and Lemma 4.2.8 we know the unique solution u of the equation 

-6v(y) = vP(y) - cvq(y) in B(:i:, c5) and v = e on 8B(x, c5), 
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is an super-solution for equation ( 4.2.3) and 0 is a sub-solution, therefore we have 

0 ::::; uf\1,"Y ::::; u. Since u::::; e and u(x) = 0, we have uM,"'f = 0 for x E N. The claim is 

done. 

Since uM,"'f is the minimal element in SM at 1, then uM,"Y vanishes outside of 

B(O, R + 2b). Thus, it is easy to that the support of U!vf,"'f consists of k disjoint 

components, and thus its restriction to each component gives k compactly supported 

solutions of ( 4. 0.1). By taking an appropriEtte union over these pieces we construct an 

element of N 1 for any choice of IC !vl. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.4. D 
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4. 3 Existence at r 

So far we have established an interval of existence of solutions 'Y E (0, r 1) in the class 

51 , where I C NI indicates the components of n+ in which these solutions must be 

positive. Now we assert that a solution of class S1 must exist at the endpoint of the 

maximal interval of existence, 'Y = r I. This is the "extremal solution" for this family 

(see [15]). 

First we introduce the Banach space 

endowed with the norm 

Define the energy functional I-y : Hi _, JR associated with ( 4.2.1) as 

I-y(v) = ~ { !Vvl2dx--1 - { a+(v+)'1+1dx+-
1
- { a-(v+)q+1dx--

1
- { (v+)P+ 1dx 

2 }ff?.n q + 1 }ff?.n q + 1 }ff?.n p + 1 }ff?.n 

It is a standard fact that r.., is a C1 functional on Hi (see [19].) Denote 51 and N1 at 

'Y by 51,-y and N1,-y, and also denote S1,r 1 and N1,r 1 by Sr 1 and Nrr 

Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose u E N1,-:y for some "j, then N1,-y admits an element U-y for 

every 0 < 'Y ::; "j. Moreover u-y ::; u and I-,( ll-y) < 0. 

Proof. For 0 < I ::; "j, u is an upper solution for the equation ( 4.2.1 )-y and 0 is a lower 

solution. So we consider the following minimization problem in a convex constraint 

set 

Inf {I-y(v) I v EX} and X = { v E H~ I 0 ::; v ::; Ti a.e.} 

By some easy modifications to Theorem 1.2.4 of Struwe [41], the infimum is achieved 

at some u-y E X and ( </J, I~ (u-y)) = 0 for all t.p E C0 (lRn), and by routine regularity 
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arguments u7 is a solution to ( 4. 2.1 )7 since u7 ::;; u. Since u7 E X, it vanishes on the 

components si+ - sij. It remains to show that U-y does not vanish in si-;-. 

Claim: does not vanish in sit.u7 

Indeed suppose for some i E I, u7 f 0 in sit, then by Lemma 4.1. 7 we have u7 = 0 

over sit. Choose a ball B CC sit and <D with 0 ::;; <P E C0 (B). Hence for small 

positive t, (u7 + t</>) E X and 

I 'Y ( U-y + t</>) = I 'Y ( 11, ) + I 'Y ( t</>) < I 'Y ( U-y)' 

since 

for t sufficiently small. This contradicts the choice of u7 as the infimum of 17 over X. 

So we must have u7 E NI,"?· Also notice that /7 (t¢) < 0 for t small enough, we have 

I 7 ( u7 ) < 0. This lemma is proved. D 

Remark 4.3.2. Given the variational form.ulation of the problem as an infimum, it is 

natural to ask whether the solutions obtained by above lemma are local minima of 17 in 

any sense. Notice this can not be the case when I =f M. Indeed following the arguments 

of the last part of the proof, we can decrease the value of 17 near such solution by small 

perturbations in each si7, where j (j. I. So the existence of a second solution in the 

classes NI, I =f 0 (with dead cores) remains an open question. 

Corollary 4.3.3. For 0 < 'Y < r, l-y(UI.,) < 0, where UI,-y is the minimum element in 

SI,r 

Proof. It is simple, we just need to apply above lemma with u = UI,7 ,'? = 'Y and some 

J C M such that I C J and uI,-y E N1.,.,. Hence by above lemma we get a solution 

E SI,-y such thatu7 

l 7 (u7 ) < 0 and 
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Since u 1,1 is the minimum element in S 1.1 , then we must have u1 = u 1,1 . This lemma 

is done. D 

In order to show the existence at r 1 , we need to do some estimates. 

Lemma 4.3.4. \\u1,,llHJ + 1iu1,,llLP+1(IR"l is uniformly bounded. 

Proof. First we know that u 1., satisfies the equation 

then multiply this equation by u1,1 and iterate over IRn, notice that it has compact 

support, we obtain 

(4.3.1) 

By above lemma, we also have !1 ( u 1,1 ) < 0, that is 

111'\7 12d, 1 1a -UI,-yq+ld . / 1 +Ur,, + --1 U1,,q+ld 1 p+Id-2 v UJ,1 x + -- ~t < -- a x x. 
jRn q + 1 jRn q + 1 IR" p + 1 jRn 

(4.3.2) 

Put (4.3.1) into (4.3.2), we get 

that is 

1 1) 1 ( 1 1 l p+I 1 1 + q+lq+l 1(---- a-u dx+ ----) u dx<1(----) au dx.1
•1 1

•1q + 1 2 IR" 2 p + 1 . jRn q + 1 2 jRn I,, 

Since q!l > ~ > P!1,we have from abov(' inequality 

( 1 - 1 )1u p+ 1 1 - 1 1a+ q+ 1dx.- -- dx < 1(-- - ) u (4.3.3)
2 p+l IR" l,1 q+l 2 !Rn l,1 
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From basic hypothesis a+ is compactly supported, hence we get 

1r a+uj~1 
dx ::;; Ila+ IIL=(JRn) 1 11j~ dx ::;; C(a+) Ila+ I\L=(JRn) Ilu1,-y 111-;11 (JRn)) 

}]Rn supp a+ 

(4.3.4) 

where C(a+) is some constant depending on a+ and n+. Put this back to (4.3.3), we 

get 

(~ - p ~ )llu1,-ylli,!11(JRn)::;; C(a+):,(q ~ l - ~)lla+llL00 (JRn)llu1,-yll1!11(JRn)'1

therefore we have 

1l\u1,-y\li,;J1(JRn)::;; C(a+)/'(q~ l - ~)\la+llLoc(JR.n)(~ - p~ )- .
1

which implies that llu1,,,l \LP+1(JR.n) is uniformly bounded, then plug this and (4.3.4) back 

to (4.3.2). By basic hypothesis we conclude that l\V'u1,-yl\L2(JRn) and llu1,-yll£q+1(JRn) are 

uniformly bounded. This lemma is proved. 

Theorem 4.3.5. Sr[ is not empty. 

Proof. Pick an increasing sequence bn} with limit f 1, by above lemma we see that 

l\u1,-yllHJ + llu1,-yl\£p+1(1Rn) is uniformly bounded, then there exists urI EH; such that, 

Moreover u1 n ~ urI a.e. in !Rn. From Corollary 4.2.6 we know that u1,-y is increasing, 

so by Monotone Convergence Theorem we see that 

(4.3.5) 

Now for u'Yn, it satisfies the equation 

-6.u..,, =a..,,
111 
u~ + u~ . 

11/. rn 1n 

Take any <p E Cgo(IRn), multiply both sides of above equation and integrate over !Rn, 

notice that u'Yn has compact support, we get 

r \7u'Yn \7 <pdx = l a'Yn u~n <p + r u~n <p) 
}]Rn ./[!," }]Rn 
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notice ( 4.3.5), pass the limit on n, we have 

therefore ur
1 

is a weak solution of (4.2.l)r By routine regularity arguments, we know 
1

. 

that ur1 is a classical solution. 0 

Corollary 4.3.6. ur 1 constructed above is the minimum element in S1r, i.e. ur1 

Proof From above theorem we see that Sr1 is not empty, then pick any U E Sr/) we 

just need to apply lemma 4.3.1 to the equation (4.2.1), with u = U, ;y = f 1 and some 

J c Jt.1 such that I C J and U E NrJ, then we get a solution u, for the equation 

(4.2.1), such that u, E Sri' hence we lwvc U 2: u, 2: u1,,, since lim,~r- u1,, = url' 

we have U 2: urf' This corollary is proved. 0 

For later on we denote Ut.J,r.u by Ur and denote uM,, by U,. We conclude this 

section with a simple result: 

Corollary 4.3.7. Assume a(x) = a(lxl). then U.r(x) = U,(lxl) for 0 <!':Sr. 
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4.4 Existence of Local Minimizers 

Brezis and Nirenberg [13] first observed that minimization in the C 1-topology (for 

example, the sub- and super-solution construction above) yields minima in the weaker 

H 1-topology for a large class of subcritical elliptic variational problems. Now we 

employ similar idea to prove Theorem 1.2.5. Recall that U-y represents the minimum 

element in sM,-y for 0 < 'Y ::; r' here r = Cu. Now consider the following minimization 

problem in a convex constraint set 

Inf {I-y(v) I v E Y} and Y = { v E H~ I 0::; v ::; Ur a.e. }. (4.4.1) 

From the result in Struwe's book [41], the infimum is attained at some function in Y, 

say v-y, and v-y E SM,-y-

Lemma 4.4.1. Each connected component of the set {x E IRn I U-y > O} at least 

contains one connected component of n°+. 

Proof. This lemma is true due to the fact that U-y is the minimum element in SM,-y 

and a(x) satisfies hypothesis (1.2.4). D 

Lemma 4.4.2. For 0::; r < ')', let u be a solution to (4.2.1)-y such that 0::; u::; Uy in 

IRn, then u(x) < U.1(x) for all x EA= {.r E !Rn I Uy(x) > 0}. 

Proof. Let v = Uy - u 2: 0 in ]Rn, since /1 and Uy satisfy the following equations 

and 

then we have 

So we obtain that in IRn, -L.(Ui - u) + o-(U1 - uq) 2: 0. We rewrite this as 
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Assume that for some x0 E A, we have ·1i(.r:0) = 0, where Ai is one connected compo

nent of A Let Si = {x EA I v(x) = O}. then Si is not empty since x0 E Si. Since 

U1 (x0 ) > 0, then take a small ball B = B(:r:0 , r) such that B CC Ai, then over B we 

have 
UCJ - uq UCJ 

O< 'Y <---2 
- U - u - U ' 1 1 

which implies that i:J.,~:q uniformly bounded in B. Since v 2'.: 0 in ]Rn, then by max

imum principle we have v =0 in B, which means Si is open in Ai· By continuity 

Si is also close in A, since Si is not empty, then Si = Ai. From the above lemma 

we see that Ai contains some connected rnmponent of n+ by (1.2.4). This leads to a 

contradiction when comparing the equations satisfied by u and U'Y. D 

Next we adjust the proof of proposition 5.2 in [2] to our setting and prove the 

following theorem in detail, which is Theorem 1.2.5. 

Theorem 4.4.3. Assume {1.2.4), for 0 :S: i < r, v'Y is a local minimizer for I'Y in H;; 

that is, there exists o> 0 such that 

Proof. From above we see that Y = {v E H; I 0 :S: v :S: Ur a.e. }, Ur is an upper 

solution for (4.2.l)'Y and v1 is a solution to (4.2.l)'Y with v'Y :S: Ur. 

Suppose there exists a sequence { un} C H; such that Un -t v'Y strongly in H; and 

I'Y(un) < I'Y(v'Y). It is easy to see that Un -t v'Y in H 1(1Rn). Let 

So Un = Vn - u;; +Wn, Vn E Y, Wn E H;, and u;; and Wn have disjoint supports. Define 

the measurable sets 

Tn = supp(u~) and 
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Recall that here A= {x E lRn I Ur(x) > O}, let B =]Rn - A, from the lemma above 

we see that Ur> V-y in A, and Lemma 4.1.7 implies that n°+ cc A, hence BE n-. 
Notice that A is bounded in lRn. 

We next claim that IA n Snl ---+ 0 as n---+ oo. Indeed, let E > 0 be given. For b > 0, 

set 

En= {x EA I Un> Ur> V-y + 5} and Fn = {x EA I Un> Ur and Ur::::; V-y + 5}. 

It is clear that An Sn C En U Fn. From lemma 4.4.2, we see that 

O= I { x E A I Ur ::::; v-y} I = In~1 { x E A I Ur ::::; V-y + -:-
1
}I 

J 

= lim {x EA I Ur ::::; v-y + -:-
1
} /.

J_.00 J 

Hence there exists 51 > 0 so that IF11 / ::::; {.TE A / Ur ::::; V-y + 5i}I < ~E for all n. But 

on the other hand, since Un ---+ strongly in H~, then there exists n 1 > 0 such thatv1 

for all n ;::: n 1 

so we have IEn/ < ~E, which implies that 

For convenience set 

1 1
H (x, v) =--a (u+)q+l + --(v+y+1. 

'Y q+l ') p+l 

Since Un= Ur+ Wn and Vn =Ur in Sn, we have: 
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Since Ur is an upper solution with respect to (4.2.1)1 , then we have 

multiply the above by Wn and integrate over ~n, notice that Ur has compact support, 

we get 

Therefore we have 

J,,(Un) ~ I,(Vn) + -2
1 r (l'\i'u~ 12 + j\7w,, j 

2 )dxlw.n 
- { (H,(x, Ur) - H,(x, Ur) - H1 v(x, Ur )wn)dx. (4.4.2)

Jsn 
Now we estimate each term in H1 (x, Ur) on the set An Sn, by the fact that this set 

is small for n large, 

(4.4.3) 

in the same way we also have 

(4.4.4) 

Since Ur > 0 in o0+, then there exists I > 0 such that Ur ~ l for all x E oo+, hence 
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we have 

so we have from (4.4.3) 

We notice that, On A n n-, 

1 1
a-v(x) < 0 and - -(U + 11• )q+l - - -uq+l - Uqw > 0 

, q+l r n q+l r r n_ ' 

1 
hence 

1 ) +I 1 q+l q )a-y(--(Ur + Wn q - --U1 - U1 wn dx:::; 0. (4.4.6) 
Ann- q + 1 q + 1 

To estimate the other term, we notice that there exists e= B(x) E (0, 1) 

1 (U . )P+1 1 up+1 U''· - (U e )p-11 2 < C(1 p-1) 20 <_-- r+Wn --- r - rlU,,-p r+ Wn -2Wn- +wn Wn,
p+l p+l 

as a consequence, from ( 4.4.3) and ( 4.4.4) 

1
-(u + w )P+1 - - -up+i - UPw dx < C 1 w2 + wP+1dx+1 r n +1 r r n - n n1 -1

AnSn P P Ans,, 

:::; 0(1)( f IV'wnl 2dx). (4.4.7)
}JRn 
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To estimate the terms on the set B, we must notice the fact that B c n-. Since 

Ur= 0 on B, then we have that 

1
0?: r a,(x)(--(Ur + Wn)q+l - -

1-u;z+l - U'f.wn)dx
}B q+l q+l 

= --1 ;· a,(x)wii+ 1dx = - _a_wii+1dx (4.4.9)1 
q+l,f-J Bq+l 

It is easy to see that for any x E Sn, un(:r) ?: Ur(x) ?: v,(x), so for any x E !Rn 

which implies that Wn --t Qin U+1(JRn). 

I 

Claim: IPnl = l{x En- I Wn?: (a-(.r))p-q }I --t 0 as n --t 00. 


Indeed, let E > 0 be given. For <52 > 0 ( to be chosen later), set 
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and 

It is easy to see that Pn C En U Fn and 

= lim I { x E n- I a- ( x) ~ -:-
1 

} 1, 
J-+00 J 

which implies there exists 62 > 0, depending on E, such that 

On the other hand, since Wn --> 0 in Lq+l (JR11
), there exists n 2 > 0 so that for all n 2 n 2 

~E(c52)1+q 21n W~+ldx 2 [n (62)1+qdx 2: (c52)l+q\Fnl, 

hence \Fnl ~ ~E, and IPnl ~ IEnl + \Fnl < f. This completes the proof of this claim. 

Therefore 
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Finally from (4.4.2), (4.4.8) and (4.4.10) we get 

which implies that u;; = 0 and Wn = 0 in ]Rn for n large, hence for n large Un = Vn, 

from this we derive that I'Y(un) = I'Y(v,,) 2: I'Y(v'Y). This is a contradiction. This 

theorem is done. D 
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4.5 Second Solution in the General Case 

From the previous section we know that there exists a family of local minimizers v,, 

/ E (0, r), for the energy functional I,. Here we seek a second solution in the form 

u = v, + v with v 2: 0 by means of Mouutain-Pass Theorem. We define 

11 1 1J,(v) = - IV'vj 2dx + --vq+l - --(v+)q+I - H(x, v)dx v EH~, 
2 Rn q + 1 q + 1 

where H(x, v) = fov h(x, s)ds with 

h(x, v) = a,[(v, + v+)'' - v,] + [(v, + v+)P - v,]. 

Therefore we see that 
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(4.5.1) 

Since v-y is a local minimum (Theorem 4.4.3), from the above formula we immedi

ately conclude that v = 0 is a local minimum of 1-y: 

Lemma 4.5.1. Assume (1.2.4), for any .fb:ed 0 < r < r, there exists 01 > 0 such that 

1-y(v) ~ 1-y(O) = 0 with llvllHJ < 01. 

We also have mountain-pass structmc, that is, the functional J'Y takes values 

strictly less than 0 = 1-y(O): 

Lemma 4.5.2. Assumer~ 0, and let 1.p E C0 (1Rn) with r.p ~ 0 and supp(r.p) disjoints 

from supp{v-y}· Then, there exists a constant T > 0 such that 1,(Tr.p) < 0. 

Proof. By (4.5.1), and since the supports of v-y, cp are disjoint, we have 

for T sufficiently large, since q < 1 < p. 	 D 

Lemma 4.5.3. Suppose / ~ 0, { Vn} is a sequence in Hi such that 1-y(Vn) __, c-y and 

1~(vn) __, 0, then {v1 + v;t} is uniformly bounded in H~. 

llVv~lll2(rn:.n) + llv~ll1~11(JRn) 	 < lll~(v11)11(11Vv~llL2(rn:.n) + llv~ll£q+ 1 (JRn)) 

< llJ~(v,,)ll(llVv~lll2(rn:.n) + llv~lq+ll£q+1(JRn) + 0(1)) 

< o(l)(llV1v~lll2(rn:.n) + llv~lq+llLq+1(JRn)) + o(l), 
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hence we derive that 

that is Vn ---+ 0 in H~. 

Therefore we may take Un = v,, + v~, then we reach that 

J,,(Un) ---+ J,,(v,,) + C and 

Since I,,(v,,) < 0, we have 

We also have 

{ l\7unl 2dx + { a- u~+ 1 dx - I { 	 a+u~+ 1 dx - { u~+ldx
}[?.n }[?.n 	 }[?.n }[?.n 
o(l)llunllHr· 

Pick e such that 2 < e< p + 1, then P!1< ~ < ~ < q!i, hence from above we get 

Subtract ( 4.5.2) from ( 4.5.3) we get 

1 1 12 1 1 1· +1 I I 1 + Unq+1(-1 - - ) I\7Un dx + (-- - - ) a- u~ dx - (-- - - ) a dx 
2 e [?.n q + 1 e 	 IR:" q + 1 e [?.n 

- (JJ ~ 1 - ~) 1n u~+ldx < c + o(l)llunllHr' 

that is 
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From Young inequality we have 

where we drop the two coefficient when applying Young inequality, (Wi)* represents 

the conjugate of ~!~ and £ is small such that 

I'.±.!_ 1 1 1 1 1 
ft:q+I (- - -) < -(- - --).

q+I e-2e v+1 

Pick C such that 

1 1 1 + (E±.!.)•l'r(- - - ) (-a ) q+i :S C. 
q+ 1 e . 12,, £ 

Overall we reach 

Claim: There exists small positive T/ < minHa00 , ~} and a constant C1 > Osuch 

that 

Indeed, since lim inf1x1~o a- = a00 , thc11 there exists r 1 > 0 such that a-(x) 2 ~a00 

for x E Rn - B(O, r 1). Now we see that 

and 

So when T/ is small enough and C1 is large enough, we have 

(l -TJ)llY'unlli2(1R!n) + C1 2 ~C(n)llunll77(B(O, rt))+ C1 

2 ~C(n)llunllt;·\a(o, ri)) 2 TJC(ri)llunll~,~·\a(o, ri)) 2 TJ!lunll~!l1(JR!n) -1n a-u~+ 1 dx 
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The claim is done. 

Now from (4.5.4) and above claim, enlarging the constant C, we get 

1 1 2 q+l(2 - 0)17(\\\7un\\L2(1Rn) + \\un\\Lq+l(IRn)) 

Sc+ C + o(l)(l\Vn11\\L2(1Rn) + \\un\\Lq+l(IRn)) 

Sc+ C + o(l)(l\Vunl\l2(1RnJ + l\un\\1~1'(IRn) + 0(1)) 

SC+ C + o(l)(\\\7un\\l2(1Rn) + \\un\\1~11(1Rn)) + o(l), 

which implies that l\Vunl\L2(IR") and l\u11 1\r,q+1(1Rn) are uniformly bound, going back to 

(4.5.4), we have \\un\\LP+1(1Rn) also uniforrnly bounded. 

D 

Unfortunately the Sobolev embedding from H~ to £P+1(1Rn) is not compact, so we 

must use Concentration Compactness arguments [30] to derive an alternative to the 

classical Palais-Smale condition. To the end of the section we recall the hypothesis on 

a(x) from the statement of Theorem 1.2.G : 

lim a-(x) = a00 > 0 and a-(:r) <ax for x E IRn \ B(O, R). (4.5.5) 
lxl~oo 

First we mention the following result from [18]. 

Theorem 4.5.4. The following probelem 

and 

has a unique compactly supported radially symmetric solution w0 . Moreover the energy 

at w0 is positive, that is 

Proof. See [18]. D 
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Now we define the following energy functional 100 , which is the energy functional 

I'Y at infinity, 

v EH;. 

Corollary 4.5.5. The following problern 

and W 2 0 in IRn (4.5.6) 

has a unique compact supported radial syrnmetric solution W. Moreover I00 (vV) > 0. 

Proof. Let c1 > 0 so that d{-qa00 = 1, then consider w1 = c1w, by calculation, we see 

that w1 satisfies 

Let c2 > 0 so that c~c~-p = 1, then consider w2 (y) = w1(c2y) = w1(x), it is easy to see 

that w2 (y) satisfies the following equation 

Therefore from the uniqueness of above lemma, we derive the uniqueness of compact 

supported radial symmetric solution W to ( 4.5.6). From Pohozaev identity we conclude 

that J00 (l¥) > 0. This corollary is done. D 

From now on we denote the unique rompact supported radial symmetric solution 

to (4.5.6) by W, pick some x0 in Rn such that supp(W(x + x0 )) n supp(v'Y(x)) = 

0, and supp( W(x + x0 )) C IRn \ B(O, R). By the hypothesis (4.5.5), it follows that 

a-(x) < a00 in the support of H1 (x + x0 ). It is also easy to see that W(x + x0 ) is still 

a solution to (4.5.6) and supp(lV(x+x0 )) cc n-, we denote W(x+x0 ) by W0 . Now 

define 

s'Y ={a E C([O, 1], H;) I a(O) = 0 and a(l) = TWo}. 

where J'Y(TW0 ) < 0 and T > L this is possible because of Lemma 4.5.2. 
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Let c'Y = infaES-, maxsE[O, i] J'Y(o-(s)), then from Lemma 4.5.1, we see that J'Y(v);::: 0 

with I!vi IHr < 61. Therefore c'Y ;::: 0. 

Lemma 4.5.6. c'Y < I00 (Wo). 

Proof. Consider a(s) = svVo, s E [O, T]. We have from (4.5.5) 

J'Y(a(s)) = I'Y(sW0 + v'Y) - I'Y(v'Y) = I'Y(sH'0 ) + I'Y(v'Y) - I'Y(v'Y) = I'Y(sW0 ) < I00 (sWo). 

Claim: J00 (sW0 ) achieves its maximum value at s = 1. 

Indeed, we have 

since -6TV0 = lVJ1 - a00 vVJ in IRn, we should have 

hence we get 

where d1 = fllf.n H1J1+ 1dx and d2 = a00 JJH:" WJ+ 1dx. For s huge, I.'.X)(sH'o) is negative, 

then we can assume I 00 (svV0 ) attains its maximum value at t, so I:X,(tlV0 ) = d1 (t 

tP)-(t-tq)d2 = 0, that is d1(t-tP) = d2(t-tq), sincep > 1>q>0 and I00 (TV0 ) > 0, 

we must have t = 1. This lemma is done. 

D 

Corollary 4.5.7. If there exist u E SM.i so that c'Y;::: I'Y(u) - I'Y(v'Y) + I00 (W0 ), then 

u ~ Y, in particular u =f v'Y. 



0 

I

Proof. By assumption c, 2 I,(u) - I,(v,) + I00 (W0 ), from above lemma, we see c, < 

00 (W0 ), hence we have c, > I1 (u) - I1 (v1 ) + c1 , that is I,(u) < I1 (v1 ). But if u E Y, 

then I,(u) 2 I1 (v1 ), it is a contradiction. Sou¢: Y. 

Since our ultimate goal is find a second solution to ( 4.2.1 ),, so from now on we 

assume that for any u E SM,1 

(4.5.7) 

Actually under the assumption (4.5.7), we will show the compactness of P-S sequence. 

Lemma 4.5.8. Assume that Un is uniformly bounded in u+1 (1Rn), \Jun is also uni

formly bounded in L2 (1Rn) and 

then Un --+ 0 inLa(!Rn) for o: between q + 1 and 2* as n --+ oo. 

Proof. See Lions [30]. D 

Lemma 4.5.9. Assume {un} CH~ and 11 11 -' u0 weakly in H~ for some u0 EH~ with 

compact support, then there exists at least a subsequence, still denoted by {Un}, such 

that 

lunlq+l - luolq+l - 11111 - uolq+l --+ 0 in L1 (1Rn) 

lunlp - luolp - lun - u.olp--+ 0 in Lt(!Rn), 

where 1 < t < ~ - - n+2 

Proof. By the weak convergence, restricting to a subsequence if necessary, we see that 

Un --+ u0 a.e. in !Rn. Pick r > 0 big cuough so that supp(u0 ) CC B(O, r), then 

we only need to prove the above claim in L1 (B(O, r)) and Lt(B(O, r)), restrict to a 
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subsequence if necessary, we assume Un -+ u0 strongly in L 8 with 1 :::; s < 2*. Notice 

that 

llunlq+l - luolq+l - \un - uolq+ll:::; C1(\unlq+l + luolq+l) 

\\un\P - \uo\P - lun - uol'1 l1 
:::; C2(\unlpt + \uo\Pt), 

then Lebesgue Convergence Theorem applies and the lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 4.5.10. Supposer 2: 0, { vn} is a sequence in H~ such that J-y( vn) -+ c-y and 

J~(vn) -+ 0, then {vn} contains a strongly convergent subsequence in H~. Moreover if 

Vn -+ v0 2: 0, then uo = V-y + v0 is a solution to (4.2. l). 

Proof. In wiew of Lemma 4.5.3, we could take Un = v;t + v-y, then we should have 

and 

Since there is no confusion, we put away some of the subscript/, we denote I-y as I and 

'Va+ as a+ still keep I and c We also use u+1 L2 and £P+l instead of £q+1(1Rn)
I 1 00 -y· ' l 

and I'(un)-+ 0. 

Again from Lemma 4.5.3, we have that llV77.LnllL2 + llun\ILq+1 + llunllLP+1 is uniformly 

bounded, then restricting to a subsequence if necessary, we assume that there exists 

u0 E H~ so that 

Un ~ u0 weakly in H~. 

By a diagonal process, restricting to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume Un -+ 

Uo strongly in u+ 1 
( B (0' r)) for any r > 0 and Un -+ Uo a.e. in !Rn' then by interpolation 

we have Un-+ u0 strongly in V(B(O,r)) for any r > 0andq+1:::; t < 2*. By local 

compactness we see that u0 2: v-y in !Rn. It is also easy to see that u0 is a solution to 

(4.2.1)-y, so u0 has compact support. 
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Now let us consider u; = Un - u0 , sine<: 1Lo is compactly supported, (Un - u0 )- has 

bounded support. 

Claim: (un - uot-----+ 0 in H~. 

Indeed, since (un - u0 )- has bounded support, then by local compactness (un 

uo)- -----+ 0 in £P+l n u+1
. We know that llo is a solution to (4.2.l)"Y, then I'(uo) = 0, 

hence (I'(un) - I'(uo))(un - uo)- -----+ 0, that is 

(I'(un) - I'(uo)(un - uo)

-llV'(un - uo)-1112 - f a(u~ - u~D(1tn - uo)-dx - f (u~ - u~)(un - uo)-dx
}JIJ!.n }JIJ!.n 

-----+ -11 \7 (Un - Uo) -1112 + o( 1), 

which implies llV'(un - u0)-llL2-----+ 0, so the claim is proven. 

We may assume u; = Un - u0 ~ 0 in R", then we find that 

llY'unlll2 - llY'uolli2 - llV'u;,1112 = llV'u,,1112 - llY'uolll2 - llY'(un - uo)lll2 

= 2( r Y'un \i'uodx - llY'uolli2)-----+ 0 (4.5.8)
}JIJ!.n 

and 

llunll1!11 - lluoll1!11 - llun - uoll1!11 = r lunlq+l - luolq+l - lun - uolq+ldx-----+ 0 
.lrnpp(UQ) 

The second one is from Lemma 4.5.9. Therefore we have 

Claim: I(un) = I(uo) + I00 (u;) + o(l) 

Since lim1x1~00 a- = aoo, u0 has compact support and Un-----+ uo strongly in Lq+ 1(B(O, r)) 

for any r > 0, we get 
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. r ( )q+1d O d r + q+1d r + q+1d hsmce JDo+ Un - u0 x ---> an Joo+ a 1111 x ---> Joo+ a u0 x, we reac 

From Lemma 4.5.9 it is also clear that 

(4.5.11) 

Since for I(un), I(uo) and / 00 (u;J, we have 

-11 IV'unl 2dx - --1;,· au~+ 1 dx - --11u~+ 1 dx 
2 JRn q + 1 , R" p + 1 JRn 

1 1
I( u0 ) ~ f IV'ual 2dx - - - f aug+ 1dx - - - f ug+1dx 

2 }JRn q + 1 J!it!' P + 1 }]Rn 

I(u~) -11 IV'u;l 2dx + --1 l' a00 (u~)q+ 1 dx - --11(u~)P+ 1 dx,
2 JRn Q + 1 , :Fl:" p + 1 JRn 

then from (4.5.8), (4.5.10) and (4.5.11) this claim is true. 

Claim: I~(u~) --> 0. 

First we have for <p E C0 (JR.11 
) 

r \J(u11 - Uo)\J<pdX + Oxi r (1l11 - Uo)q<pdX - r (u11 - Uo)P'P
}]Rn }]Rn }]Rn 

I'(uo)'P r \Juo\JyJd:r + r G-ll;~<pdX - r a+ugyJdX - r Ub'fJdX
}]Rn }]Rn }]Rn }]Rn 
0 

r \Ju11 \JyJdX + r (1.-1/.:~<p&r - r a+U~lpdX - r U~lpdX
}]Rn }]Rn }]Rn }]Rn 
o(l)ll'PllHJ· 

Since Un weakly converges to u0 and u0 has compact support, we can pick r > 0 such 

that supp( u0 ) CC B(O, r). Hence 



then 

I:X,(u~)cp - (I'(un)'P - I'(uo)cp) 

= r a00 (un - Uo)qcpdx - r a-(u~ - u6)cpdx + r a+(u~ - u6)cpdx
}'J{n }[{,, }'J{n 

- r [(un - uo)P + ug - u~]cpd:i:}'J{n 


= r [a00 (un - Uo)q - a-(u~ - u.;~) + a+(u~ - u6)]cpdx

JB(O, r) 

+ r (aoo - a-)u~cpd;r - r [(un - uo)P + ug - u~]cpdx.JRn-B(O, r) ./B(O, r) 

Therefore for E > 0 pick r enough so that 

then by compactness over B(O. r) and Lemma 4.5.9, there exists n0 > 0 so that for 

n ;::=:no 

I r [aoo(1ln - uo)q - a-(u~ - u6) + a+(u~ - u6)]cpdxl::; lE!l'PllLq+l 
la(o. r) 


I r [(un - uo)P + ug - u~]cprl:tl::; ~Ell\7cpllL2· 

JB(O, r) 4 

Sincel'(u11 )----t 0, thenenlargen0 ifnecessary, assumeforn ;::=:no, II'(un)'PI < ~Ell'PllHJ, 

then we should have for n ;::=: n0 

which implies I:X,(u;) ____, 0 as n ____, oo. 

Now we have 

I"°(u;) = I(un) - I(uo) + o(l) and I:X, (u;) ____, 0. 

Let us define 

c5 = lim sup /' lu~lq+Idx.
n->oo yEIR" . U(y, 1) 
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1If 6 = 0, then Lemma 4.5.8 implies that u;, ----+ 0 in £P+ . Since J:X,(u~) ----+ 0, then we 

have 

which implies that fJRn IV'u~l 2 dx + fJRn l11.f1 l'l+
1dx----+ 0. So 11.n strongly converges to uo 

in H~ and we are done. 

If 6 > 0, we may assume the existence of {y~} C IRn such that 

Let us define v~(x) = 11.~(x + y~) = u~(. + .IJ,\). For VJ E C8°(IRn), we have 

Hence we have 

and 

1 1 1\llie may assume v~ ----'- v weakly in He! for some v E H~ and v~ ----+ v a.e. in IRn. 

Since JB(o, I) lv~lq+ 1 dx > ~6, it follows that 

which implies that v1 -I- 0. But 11.~ weakly converges to zero in H~, so {y~} is un

bounded. We may assume that limn_,00 l:zt,1, I = oo. It is easy to see that v1 is a solution 

to (4.5.6), so v1 has compact support, more important J00 (v 1 ) :'.'.: I00 (W0 ). 

Indeed, since ( v~ - v1 )- has bounded support, then by local compactness we may 

1assume ( v~ - v )- ----+ 0 in £P+ 1 n Lq+I. We know that v1 is a solution to ( 4.5.6), then 
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(I~(v;J - I~(v 1 )(v; - 1' 
1r 

-\\\i'(v; - v1)-\ll2+1.. a00 ((v~)q - (v 1 )q)(v; - v 1 )-dx 

- { ((v;)P - (vI)l')(v,~ - vI)
}JRn 

- -\IV'(v; - v1)-l\l2 + o(l), 

which implies \IV'(v; - v1)-llu - 0, so the claim is proven. 

1We may assume u~ = u; - v (. - y~) ~ 0, then repeat above process again. 

Claim: 

Actually we have 

2llV'u~l\i2 - \\V'u;\\i2 - \\V'v1 \\i2 = 21.. \i'u~\i'v 1 (. - y~) - l\i'v 1
\ dx 

= 2 { \i'v;\i'v1 
- \\i'v1 l2dx - 0

}JRn 

and 

So this claim is done. 

Claim: l00 (u~) = I00 (u~) + I00 (v 1) + o(l). 

From Lemma 4.5.9 we see that 

and 
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For I00 (u~), I 00 (u;) and I 00 (v1
) we have 

! 00 ( u;) r ~ IV'u 1 12 + aoo Iu I Iq+ 1 - _1_ (u 1 )P+ 1dx 
11}')F.n 2 n q + 1 p + 1 n 

f ~1vv112 + aoo lv111/+1 - _1_(v1)p+1dx
11}')F.n 2 n q + 1 p + 1 n 

1n ~IY'(u~ - v1(. - Y111))l2+qa:1 lu~ - v1(. -y;)lq+l 

__l_(u1 - v1(. - 711))P+ldx 
p + l n .Jn 

f ~IY'(v,~ - v1)l2 +~Iv; - v11q+1 - _1_(v~ - v1)p+1dx
}')F.n 2 {j + 1 p + 1 

f ~1vv112 + aoo lr1lq+1 - _1_(v1)p+1dx,
}')F.n 2 q + 1 p + 1 

then from above claim we see that this claim is true. 

Claim: I~(u;) __, 0. 

In fact, for any cp E C0 (IRn) we have 

II~(u~)cpl =I r \i'(u; - v1(. - y;J)V'cp + aool(u; - v1(. -y~)Wcp - l(u; - v1(. - y;))IPcpdxl
}JRn 

= II~(v; - v1)cp(. + y;JI 


1 1
:::; llI~(v~ - v )llllcp(. + y;JllH,: :::; llI~(v~ - v )llll'PllHJ1 

hence for the claim to be true, we only need to show I~ (v~ - v1
) __, 0. Indeed for 

1I~ (v~ - v ), I~ (v~) and I~ (v1
) we have 

r \i'(v~ -v 1 )\i'cp+a00 (v;-v1 )qcp-(v~ -v1)PcpdX
}JRn 

r \i'v~\i'cp + O.xi(v;)qcp - (v~)Pcpdx--) 0
}JRn 

r \i'v1\i'cp + Ox;(v1)qcp- (v 1)PcpdX = Q. 
JJR11 

Hence we obtain 
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then 

(I:X,(v; - v1
) - (I:X,(v;) - I:X,(v 1)))<p = (l'.X) r [(v; - v1)q - ((v;)q - (v 1F)]<pdx

})Rn 


- r [(v; - v1 )P- ((v;)P - (v 1 )P)]<pdX.

})Rn 

Notice that v1 has compact support, from Lemma 4.5.9 we have 

which implies that J00 (v~ -v1) __, 0, so this claim is done. 

Now we have 

Again define 

We have two cases. 

If 51 = 0, then from Lemma 4.5.8 we conclude u; __, 0 in £P+1 , notice that 

so we derive that llu;llH1
q 

__, 0, in turn we: have I 00 (u;) __, 0, which means that 

since I(un) = l(v-y) + C-y + o(l) and I(un) = I(uo) + I00 (u;), we have 

which contradicts the assumption (4.5.5). 

If 51 > 0, then there exists {y~} C IR" such that 

r 11l;,1"+ 1 dx~~01.JB(yA, 1) 2 
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Since I~ (u~) --+ 0, then we get 

in turn we obtain 

uniformly for all n with some positive E depending on o1 . So we have 

since I(un) = I(v1 ) + c1 + o(l), we have 

which again contradicts the assumption (4.5.5). 

So we must have o= 0, which means Un --+ u0 strongly in Hi. This lemma is 

proved. 

D 

From above proof we see that the compactness of the support of u0 and v1 dramat

ically reduce the complexity of the proof. 

Corollary 4.5.11. Without the assumption (4.5.5), in the above lemma if Un --' u0 

weakly in Hi, but not strongly, then I1 ( u 0 ) < I1 ( v1 ). In particular u0 =I- v1 and u0 tj. Y. 

Proof. Otherwise we have I1 ( uo) 2: I1 ( v-,). since c1 < I 00 ( Wo), then c1 < I00 ( Wo) :::; 

I 1 (u0 ) - I1 (v1 ) + I00 (M10 ), so we have assumption (4.5.5) for free. Follow above proof, 

we conclude the corollary. D 
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Theorem 4.5.12. Suppose there exists TJ: > 0 such that for any p E [O, 7J-y] 

inf{l-y(v) I llvllHJ = p} = 0, 

and c-y = 0, then for each p E (0, T/,). the problem (4.2.1)-y has a solution with 

llu - v-yllHJ = P· 

Proof. For any fixed p E (0, 171 ), the set F = 8B(O, p) in H; satisfies the hypothesis of 

theorem (1) in Ghoussoub and Preiss [25]. their Theorem (l.bis) asserts the existence 

of a solution for each p E (0, 1]-y) with the help of above Lemma 4.5.10, i.e. the 

compactness of the P-S sequence. D 

Corollary 4.5.13. Under assumption (4.5.5), the equation (4.2.1)-y has two element 

in 5M,1 for 0 < "( < f. 

Proof. If c1 > 0, the result is from the Mountain-Pass theorem. If c, = 0 , it is from 

Theorem 4.5.12. D 

Corollary 4.5.14. Under assumption (4.5.5), the equation (4.2.1) 0 has a compactly 

supported nonzero solution. 

Proof. ·we just need to change Yin (4.4.1) to Y-y = {v EH; I 0::;: v::;: U1 a.e.}, it is 

easy to see that when r is small enough. / 0 achieves its infimum at v = 0, after that 

everything is the same like the proof above' theorem. D 

Finally, we ask the following two questions. First, are these two solutions we obtain 

in this way distinct inn+? And secondly. if we assume that a(tx8 
) is strictly decreasing 

as t 2: 0 increases for any direction X 8 E 5n, can we show that the the solutions of 

(4.2. l )-y have connected support? We believe that this is the case, but it remains an 

open question in this generality. In the next section we specialize to the radial setting, 

where can give a positive answer to these questions. 
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4.6 Radial Symmetry 

In this section we are going to use the method of moving plane by Gidas, Ni and 

Nerenberg [26] to prove the radial symmetry of the solutions of ( 4.0.1 ). First assume 

a(x) = a(ixl), then let us denote r 1 = sup{r 2: 0 I a(r) 2: O}, We should point out that 

we do not assume here that f2°+ is not empty, so r 1 could be zero, but we still keep 

the assumption ( 4.0.2). We also make the further assumption on a that 

a(r) is decreasing in [O, ri] and is strictly decreasing in [r1, oo) (4.6.1) 

We have the following main theorem concerning the solutions of ( 4.0.1). 

Theorem 4.6.1. Under the assumption (4.6.1), any solution u of (4.0.1) is radially 

symmetric and decreases as r increases. 

We will present a long list of lemmas to prove this theorem. Take any nonzero 

solution of (4.0.1) in 'D1•2 (1Rn), say u. by Theorem 1.2.2, u is compact supported, so we 

can define r2 = sup{lxl 2: 0 I u(:r) > O}. It is clear 0 < r 2 < oo and u(oB(O, r 2)) = 0. 

Let us consider now an arbitrary direction 1, which for simplicity we can assume 

to be / = e1. For A 2: 0 we define 

For x E Rn, let x" = 2(A - x 1)e1 + x be the reflection of x with respect to T>.. We 

R 1define the functions U>., a>., W>. : Rn ~ as 

W>. = U>.(x) - u(x). 

We set 

Ao= {A 2: 0 I W>.(.r:) 2: 0 V x EI:>.}· 

Clearly since u has compact support, Ao < oo. In view ofLemma 4.1.7, since u is 

nonzero, we may assume that u(r3ei) > 0 for some r 3 E (r1, r 2). 
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Lemma 4.6.2. Z::>.0 n B(O, r 2) =f 0, i.e. \i < r2 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1.7 we see that a('1"2) < 0. Since we also have u(8B(O, r 2 )) = 0, 

then there exists 61 > 0 and cr1 > 0 such that 

and 

where A~-q = ~. 
p 

Now if there exists x1 E Z:::r2 -c11 n B(O, r 2 ) such that 

Since Wr2 -c11 (x) ~ 0 on 8[I:rrcli n B(O, r2)], then we may assume Wr2 -c11 attains 

minimum at x 1 . Therefore we have 

0 > 	 -6Wr2 -81 (xi) = -6Ur2 -81 (xi) - (-6u(x1)) 

[ar2 -c11 (x1)u;
2 

_ 
81 

(x1) + u~2 _81 (xi)] - [a(x1)uq(xi) + uP(xi)] 

This is 	a contradiction, this lemma is proven. D 

Now if Ao = 0, then Theorem 4.6.1 is proved. But if Ao > 0, then by definition of 

Ao, there exists a sequence { Ak} such that 

and 

and the function W>.k possesses a negative minimum Xk in Z::>.k n B(O, r 2 ). It follows 

that 

and 
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Consequently the sequence { xk} is bounclccl, restricting a subsequence if necessary, we 

can assume it converges to x E E>.0 n B(O. r 2 ). Moreover 

and V'W>.0 (x) = 0. 

Lemma 4.6.3. If we assume that a-(x) > 0, then u(x) > 0. 

Proof. Let us assume otherwise u(x) = 0, since a-(x) > 0, we may assume that there 

exists a 2 > 0 such that 

and 

sup{u(xk)} :::; Az since u(xk) -----> 0. 
kEN 

Now fix a particular k, then W>.k(x) 2: 0 011 8[E>.k n B(O, r 2 )]. But 

0 > -DW>.k (xk) = -DU>.k (xk) - (-l::.u(xk)) 

[a>.k (xk)u1Jxk) + u~k (xk)] - [a(:i:Jc)u<J(xk) + uP(xk)] 

> [a(xk)ut (xk) + u~Jxk)] - [a(xk)u<i(xk) + uP(xk)] (since a>.k (xk) 2: a(xk)) 

> 0 (since A2 2: u(xk) > U>.k(x1) 2: 0 and a-(xk) 2: az.) 

This is a contradiction, this lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 4.6.4. If we assume that a-(.x) > 0 and x E E>.0 n B(O, r 2 ), then W>. 0 (x) =0 

for all x E B(x, E), where E is a small positive number. 

Proof. From above lemma we see that v(:I:) > 0, then we can choose a small positive 

E such that 

and inf u(x) > 0. 
xEB(x, E) 
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Since W.xo(x) 2:". 0 in I:.xo n B(O, r2), then we see that infxEB(x, f) U.xa(x) > 0. 

In B(x, E), the function w.x0 satisfies the following equation 

- 6.w.x0 + (a(x)uq + uP) 	- (a.x0 (x)u1
0 
+ u~0 ) 

= -6.u.x0 - (o.x0 (x)u1
0 
+ u\

0 
) + 6.u + (a(x)uq + uP) = 0, 

but from a.x0 2:". a, we have 

- 6.w.x0 + (a.x0 (x)uq + uP) - (a.x0 (x)u1c, + u~0 ) 

2:". -6.u1.x11 + (a(x)uq + uP) - (a.x0 (x)u1
0 
+ u\ 

0
) = 0. 

So we obtain 

uq -uq uJJ -u.P 

also notice that c(x) = 	a.x ( x)-2il. + -2il. is uniformly bounded in B (x, E) and0 u:..0 -u "-" 0 -u 

w.x0 2:". 0 in B(x, E), therefore by the strong maximum principle w.x0 (x) =0 for all 

x E B(x, E) since w.x0 (x) = 0. This lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 4.6.5. If we assume that a-(x) > 0 and x E T.x0 n B(O, r 2 ), then w.x0 (x) =0 

for all x E B(x, E), where E is a small positive number. 

Proof. Since a-(x) > 0, it is clear that u(i) > 0, then we can choose a small positive 

E such that 

and inf u(x) > 0. 
xEB(x, l) 

Since we assume x E T.x0 , then we see that infxEB(x, l) u.x0 ( x) > 0. 

In B(x, E) n I:.x0 , the function w.x0 satisfies the following equation 

- 6.w.x0 + (a(x)uq + uP) 	- (a.x0 (x)u1
0 
+ n~J 

= -6.u.x0 - (a.x,Jx)u1
0 
+ u\

0 
) + 6.u + (a(x)uq + uP) = 0, 
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but from a>-0 2:: a, we have 

- DW>-0 + (a>-0 (x)uq + uP) - (a>-0 (x)u1c, + u~0 ) 

2:: -Dw>-0 + (a(x)uq + uP) - (a>-0 (x)u1 + u~0 ) = 0. 
0 

So we obtain 

uq-uq u')-uµ 

also notice that c(x) = a>-0 (.r) u, _>-;; + ,,, _:i is uniformly bounded in B(i, E) n L::>-0 , 
AQ ''II 

W>-0 2:: 0 in B(x. E) n L::>-0 and B(x, E) n L::>-0 satisfies the interior ball condition at i, 

therefore if W>-0 is not identically zero in B(x, E) n L:;>-0 , then by a refinement of Hopf's 

Lemma, &w~~(x) < 0 since w>-
0 
(x) = 0, but we already have V'w>-

0 
(x) = 0. So we must 

have W>-0 (x) =0 for all x E B(x, E). This lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 4.6.6. If r 1 > 0, then Ao ::; r 1 . 

Proof. Assume otherwise Ao > r 1, then by the definition of r 1 we find out that a-(::r) > 

0, so from Lemma 4.6.3 we see that u(i:) > 0, which means that x tf_ &B(O, r 2 ). From 

Lemma 4.6.4 and Lemma 4.6.5 we see either i: E L::>-0 n B(O, r 2 ) or x E T>-0 implies 

that w>-0 (x) = 0 in B(x, E) for some small positive E. Since Xk converges to x, then 

choose a particular large k such that xk E B(x, E) and a(xk) < 0, then we have 

Since w>-k (xk) = u>-k (xk) - u(xk) < 0, then u(xk) > 0. So from above we have 

a(xk) = a>-0 (xk), but we also have a(xk) < a>-0 (xk)· It is a contradiction. So we should 

have Ao ::; r 1 . The lemma is done. D 

From above lemma, we have the following interesting theorem: 

Theorem 4.6.7. Under the assumption (4.6.l), if r 1 > 0, then any nonzero solution 

of (4.0.l} is positive in B(O, r 1). 
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Proof. From the above lemma, we see that Ao ::;; r 1 , since u(r3ei) > 0 and r 3 > r 1 , we 

obtain u(r1e1) > 0. Therefore by continuity and maximum principle, we have u > 0 

in B(O, ri). D 

Lemma 4.6.8. If r 1 = 0, then Ao= 0. 

Proof. Assume otherwise Ao > 0, then by the definition of r 1 we find out that a-(x) > 

0, so from Lemma 4.6.3 we see that u(x) > 0, which means that x ~ 8B(O, r2 ). From 

Lemma 4.6.4 and Lemma 4.6.5 we see either x E E>.0 n B(O, r 2 ) or x E T>.0 implies 

that W>.0 (x) =0 in B(x, E) for some snwll positive E. Since xk converges to x, then 

choose a particular large k such that xk E B(x, E), then we have 

Since W>.k (xk) = U>.k (xk) - u(xk) < 0, then u(xk) > 0. So from above we have 

a(xk) = a>.0 (xk), but now a(r) is strictlv decreasing. It is a contradiction. So we 

should have Ao = 0. The lemma is done. D 

Now we are in position to prove Theorem 4.6.1. 

Proof. The above lemma already takes care of the case r 1 = 0, so we assume r 1 > 

0, then from above Theorem 4. 6. 7 there exists 53 > 0 such that u(x) > 0 for all 

x E B(O, r 1 + 53 ). From lemma 4.6.3 we see that u(x) > 0 if x E 8B(O, r 2 ), but 

u(8B(O, r 2 )) = 0, which means that x ~ DB(O, r 2 ) 

Now if a(x) < 0, we can derive a contradiction like we did in Lemma 4.6.6. 

If a(x) 2: 0, then u(x) > 0 and x E B( 0, r1 + 53 ) n E>.0 or EJT>.0 . Therefore we can 

apply the same proof of Lemma 4.6.4 and Lemma 4.6.5 in B(O, r 1 + 53 ) n E>.0 , then 

conclude that 
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Hence we can pick a point x* E B(O, r 1 + 63 ) n E>.0 in the e1 axis such that 

a(x*) < 0 and u(x*) = U>. 0 (x*) > 0, 

then we have a>.0 (x*) > a(x*), but we also have 

which implies a>.0 (x*) = a(x*). So it is a contraction. We have .\0 = 0, this theorem is 

proved. 

D 

Here we also have a supplement for Theorem 4.6.1: 

Theorem 4.6.9. Assume a(r) is decreasing in r, then any nonzero radial solution u 

of (4.0.l) decreases as r increases. 

\Ve still apply the moving plane method and the same notations from above, since 

u is already radial, we only need to move in e1 direction. We complete the proof in a 

few lemmas. 

Lemma 4.6.10. .\0 < r 2 and u(x) > 0 in E>.0 n B(O, r 2 ). 

Proof .\0 < r 2 is simply from Lemma 4.6.2, then u(r) is decreasing in [.\0 , r 2], by the 

definition of r 2 we get 

u(r) > 0 in [.Ao, r2), 

which implies that u(x) > 0 in E>.0 n B(O. r2 ). D 

Lemma 4.6.11. w>.o is not identically zero on (8B(O, r 2 )) n E>.o· 

Proof. From above lemma u(r) > 0 in [.\0 , r 2 ), since u(r2 ) = 0, then W>. 0 is not 

identically zero on (8B(O, r 2)) n E>.a· D 
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Lemma 4.6.12. If there exists f} E E,\0 n B(O, r 2) such that W,\0 (f}) = 0, then W,\0 - 0 

in E,\0 n B(O, r2)· 

Proof. Let us consider the set S = {x E E,\0 n B(O, r 2 ) I w,\0 (x) = O}, by assumption 

S is not empty. 

Claim: S is open in E,\0 n B(O, r 2 ). 

Now take any y ES, then from Lem1ua 4.6.10 u(y) > 0. So we can choose a small 

positive E such that 

and inf u(x) > 0. 
xEB(x, E) 

Since W,\0 (x) 2 0 in E,\0 n B(O, r2), then we see that infxEB(y, <) u,\0 (x) > 0. 

In B (y, E), the function w Ao satisfies the following equation 

but from a,\0 2 a, we have 

So we obtain 

uq-uq 11 11 -nP 

also notice that c(x) = a,\0 (x)---?1- + --?1 is uniformly bounded in B(y, E) and 
u-"o u "-"o u 

W,\0 2 0 in B(y, E), therefore by the strong maximum principle W,\0 (x) - 0 for all x E 

B(y, E) since w,\0 (y) = 0. So Sis open. I3y continuity Sis also close in E,\0 nB(O, r2), 

so W,\o = 0 in E,\o n B(O, r2)· This lemma is proved. D 

Now if Ao = 0, then theorem is proved. But if Ao > 0, just exactly like above we 

have the same xk, Ak and£. 
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Lemma 4.6.13. If we assume that x E T;..0 nB(O, r 2 ), then w;.. 0 =0 in E>.0 nB(O, r 2 ). 

Proof. From Lemma 4.6.10 u(i) > 0, according to Lemma 4.6.5 there exists a small 

positive E such that 

w;_0 (x) =0 for x E B(i, E), 

then appealing to Lemm 4.6.12 we have W>.o =0 in E>.o n B(O, r2). 0 

We are ready to give the proof of this Theorem 4.6.9. 

Proof. If i E oB(O, r 2 ), then a(x) < 0. by Lemma 4.6.3 we have u(i) > 0, con

tradicting the fact that u(r2 ) = 0, so we must have either x E E>.0 n B(O, r 2 ) or 

i E T;.. 0 n B(O, r 2 ), but from Lemma 4.6.12 and lemma 4.6.13 we have 

which contradicts Lemma 4.6.11 by continuity. So .\0 = 0, the theorem is proved. 0 
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4. 7 Second Solution in the Radial Case 


In this section we give an independent proof for the existence of a second solution 

in SM in the radial case. The symmetry allows us to simplify many steps in the 

procedure, and we no longer require the assumption (4.5.5) on a(r), because of the 

uniform decay of radial H 1 functions, as observed by Strauss [40]. Recall that U, 

represents the minimum element in sM.-1 for 0 < I :S r with r = rM. Consider the 

following minimization problem in a convex constraint set 

Inf {J"l(v) I v E Y} and Y = { v E H~ I 0 :S v :S Ur a.e.}. (4.7.1) 

From Struwe [41] the infimum is attained at some function in Y, say v"I, and v., E SM,"!· 

Notice if we replace Ur with Uy for some i > /, although we still can guarantee the 

existence of v,, this v1 may be different. 

Lemma 4.7.1. For/ E (0, r], assume a(x) = a(lxl) is radially decreasing, then v"I 

could be chosen so that v"l(x) = v,(\xl) and it is also radially decreasing. 

Proof. Since a(lxl) is radially decreasing and Ur is radial, then by Theorem 4.6.9 Ur 

is also radially decreasing. Hence take thC' Schwartz Symmetrization of v"I, denoted by 

v~, it is easy to see that v; E Y. 

Indeed, pick a huge constant C such that C + a"! > 0 in Rn, thus we see that 

(C + a"I) * = C + a"I. So we have, notice that v"I has compact support, 

that is r a (v*)q+I > r a (v )q+I sine<' r (v*)q+I = r vq+IJJRn "! "I - JJRn ") / ' .JJRn "I JJRn "I · 

But we also know that 

and 
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therefore we have 

1 
I (v*) = ~ r \\7v*l 2dx - - - r a .(u*)q+ldx - -

1-1 (v*)P+ 1dx 
'Y 'Y 2 }Rn "( q + 1 }Rn I . "( p + 1 Rn "( 

::; -111\7v1 
12 dx - --1 1u,,.(v1 

)q+l dx - --1 1(V-y )P+l dx -_ ( ) .! 1 v12 Rn q + 1 Rn P + 1 Rn 

So we can choose v; as vT The radially decreasing property of v1 is from Theorem 4.6.9. 

D 

Remark 4.7.2. Here above we only assume that a(x) is radially non-increasing, not 

strictly decreasing, otherwise the lemma would be trivial due to theorem 4. 6.1. 

Now we introduce some notation. Choose a ball B centered at the origin such that 

supp( Ur) cc B, since n°+ cc supp( Ur). then we have n°+ cc B. Denote Hr as the 

subspace of H;, which consists of radial symmetric functions with the same norm. 

Lemma 4.7.3. For r E (0, f), then V-y is a local minimizer for ! 1 in H 1(B); that is, 

there exists b > 0 such that 

Proof. From Lemma 4.3.1 we have 

Since supp(Ur) CC B, we also get 

Then the result follows from Proposition 0.2 in [2]. D 

Lemma 4. 7 .4. For / E ( 0, f), assume 1•1 is radial, then v-r is also a local minimizer 

for f-y in Hr. 
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Proof. From above lemma there exists 6 > such that 

Since Hr "--> H 1 (B), there exists 61 > 0 such that 

Now take any function v E CQ°(ffi.n) such that v E Hr and \Iv - v,,\\H,. < 61 , then we 

have 

I,,(v) 

Since n°+ cc B, then denote infxERn-B (I- by c, hence 

Let 
.TE B 

x E ffi.n - B, 

then VE Hr, so we have 

that is 
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We claim that: 

when 61 is small enough. 

Indeed, By using Holder inequality, denote d = ~!~=~~~=~\, we have 

1 lv+1p+1dx < 11v+11d(q+1J 11v+112·(1-d) (4.7.2) _ u1+l(1Rn-B) £2*(IRn-B)"
!Rn-B 

Since d + ( 	1 - d) n~2 > 1, there exists o: > 1 and /3 > 1 such that 

-1 + -1 
= 1 a= do:(q + 1) > <J + 1 and 13 = /3(1 - d)2* > 2. 

0: /3 	 ' 

Hence from ( 4.7.2) and the Young inequality, we get 

By above and Sobolev inequality, we fine\ 

Since a > q + 1 and 13 > 2, then for 61 s11rnll enough we get 

There for we have I'"Y (v) - I'"Y (v'"Y) 2:: 0 for 61 small enough, that is, v'"Y is a local minimizer 

in Hr. This lemma is done. 
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Now if v,, is radial, then from above lemma we see that V-y is a local minimum for 

the energy functional 

which is associated with the equation ( 4. 2.1 ),, 

It is easy to see that I') (t<p) ----+ -oo as t ----+ oo for some positive radially symmetric 

<p E C0 (Rn). So we have a Mountain-Pass structure. We expect to find a second 

solution in the form u = v,, + v with v ~ 0. 

If v,, solves the equation, then v should solve 

Set 

h(x,v) 

H(x, v) 

For v E Hr, define the functional 

1+111 1 1J'"l(v) = - 1Vvl2dx + --11 - --(v+)q+1 
- H(x, v)dx.

2 !Rn q + 1 
' 

q + 1 

By the same calculation we reach 

Lemma 4.7.5. Assume v,, is radial, then there exists 81 > 0 such that J,,(v) ~ J-y(O) = 

0 with llvllHr < 81. 
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Proof. From above calculation we have 

in view of Lemma 4. 7.4 we see this lemma is true. D 

Lemma 4. 7.6. Assumer 2:: 0, for any radially symmetric cp E C0 (Rn) with cp ~ 0, 

there exists a constant T > 0 such that .l-, (T cp) < 0. 

Proof. By direct calculation. D 

The most important fact about the radial case is the following lemma, due to 

Strauss [40] (see also Berestycki and Lions [10]): Next two lemmas deal with the 

compactness of P - S sequence. 

Lemma 4. 7. 7 (Strauss [40]). Hr compactly embeds in £P+1(1Rn) for 1 < p < 2* - 1. 

With this lemma, we can now prove the Palais-Smale condition holds in the radial 

case. 

Lemma 4.7.8. Suppose/ 2:: 0, {vn} is 11 sequence in Hr such that .l-y(vn)---+ c and 

J~ (vn) ---+ 0, then {vn} contains a strongly convergent subsequence in Hr. Moreover if 

Vn---+ Vo 2:: 0, then uo = V-y +Vo is a solution to (4.2.1). 

Proof. In view of Lemma 4.5.3, we could take 1ln = v: + V-y, then we should have 

J'Y (Un) -t L,, (V1.) + c1 and 

Again from Lemma 4.5.3, we have that llV71tnllu + llun!ILHI + llunl!Lp+1 is uniformly 

bounded, then restricting to a subsequence if necessary, there exist u0 E Hr such that 
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By Lemma 4.7.7 we also have 

By the weak convergence we can easily see that u0 is a solution to the equation (4.2.1) 1 , 

then u0 has compact support and I~(u0 ) = 0. So we get 

(I~(un) - I~(uo))(un - uo) = r IY'(un - uo)l2dx + r a-(u~ - u6)(un - uo)dx
}Rn }Rn 

- 'Y r a+(u~ ·_ u6)(un - uo)dx - r (u~ - ub)(un - uo)dx-+ 0 (4.7.3)
}Rn }Rn 

Since Un-+ u0 strongly in £P+1(1Rn), then we have 

Therefore ( 4. 7.3) reduces to 

Indeed, we know that u0 is a solution to the equation ( 4.2.1 )1 and has compact 

support, then take a ball B centerred at the origin such that n°+ CC supp(u0 ) CC B, 

since fRn a-(uh - u6)(un - uo)dx --t 0, we have 

that is 

By assumption (4.0.2) we get fRn-B uh+1d:i:-+ 0, which implies 
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since Un _____, Uo strongly in £P+l crr~n). Therefore 

Un _____, uo strongly in Hr. 

This lemma is done. D 

Remark 4. 7.9. It is worth pointing out that this lemma includes the case/= 0. 

Theorem 4.7.10. Suppose there exists 1/- > 0 such that for any p E [O, 77-rl 

inf { J--lv) I 11v11 Hr = p} = 0' 

and c-y = 0, which is defined in the next theorem, then for each p E (0, 77-r), the problem 

(4.2.1)-y has a solution with Jiu - v-rllHr = p. 

Proof. For any fixed p E (0, 771 ), the set F = &B(O, p) in Hr satisfies the hypothesis of 

theorem (1) in Ghoussoub and Preiss [25], their Theorem (l.bis) asserts the existence 

of a solution for each p E (0, 771 ) with the help of above lemma. D 

Remark 4.7.11. In their concave plus convex example, Ambrosetti, Brezis, and Ce

rami [5) prove uniqueness of a "small'' so/v,tion for their problem. In order to prove 

the same kind of result for (4.2.1}1 , the possibility of the type of degeneracy in Theo

rem 4. 7.10 must be eliminated. 

Theorem 4.7.12. Assume a(x) = a(Jxj). then for any IE (0, r), SM,, has at least 

two elements. 

Proof. Now for fixed/, we have U-y and 1·, in SM,-y, moreover U-y is radial. If they are 

different, then this theorem is done; if they are the same, then v-y is radial, so consider 

the following set 

S1 ={aEC([O, 1], Hr) I a(O)=Oanda(l)=T97}. 
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where cp E C0 n Hri cp ::;:: 0 and J,(Tcp) < 0, this is possible because of Lemma 4. 7.6. 

Let c1 = inf"ES, maxsE[O, 11 J1 (<7(s)), then from Lemma 4.7.5, we see that J1 (v) 2:: 0 

with I/vi/Hr < 81. Therefore c, 2:: 0. 

If there exists some p < 81 such that inf{J,(v) I llvl/Hr = p} > 0, then we have 

c, > 0. By the Mountain-Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz, there exists a 

solution V1 of (4.2.1)1 with J1 (V1 ) > 0, i.e. I1 (V1 ) > l 1 (v1 ), which implies that V, is 

different from v1 . 

If not, but c1 > 0, we still have the same result like above. 

If not and c1 = 0, then for all p E [O. 81), we have inf{J,(v) I JJvl!Hr = p} = 0, 

then from Theorem 4.7.10 we see that there are infinite many solutions of (4.2.11 . This 

theorem is proved. 

D 

With more assumptions on a(/x/) we can distinguish the two solutions. 

Corollary 4.7.13. Assume a(x) is radial and decreasing, then sl\I,1 has at least two 

radially decreasing solutions. 

Proof. Since a(x) is radial and decreasinµ;. then from Lemma 4. 7.1 we can choose v1 

to be radial and decreasing, so we can find a second solution V1 , which is radial. From 

Theorem 4.6.9, V, is also decreasing. 

Corollary 4.7.14. Assume a(x) is rad?al and decreasing, in addition it is smooth, 

then 5 M,/ has at least two radially decreasing elements, which are different in no+. 

Proof. From above corollary we have two different radially decreasing elements, v1 and 

V,, so at least one of them, say V1 , does not coinside with U1 . 
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Indeed, since U'Y is minimum element. then V'Y(O) ::'.:". U'Y(O). Now if U'Y(O) = V'Y(O) = 

a > 0, then for E < a, the following initial value problem has at most one solution 

For proof, see proposition 2.35 in [32]. Also we notice that for E sufficiently small, 

the set SE = {x E JRn I 0 < V'Y(x) < E} CC o- by Lemma 4.1.7. Moreover if E 

shrinks, the set SE shrinks since V, is radially decreasing. Therefore just like the proof 

of Lemma 4.2.8, we see that the following equation has at most one solution 

V = v'Y On asE. 


So we should have U'Y = V, in JRn. It is a contradiction. Hence this theorem is done. 0 


In the end of this section we show the existence of a solution for ( 4.2.1 )'Y with r = 0. 

Theorem 4.7.15. Assume a(x) = a(lxl). then (4.2.l)'Y with r = 0 has a radial solu

tion. 

The proof is very similar to the case ~· > 0, so we briefly present the proof in a few 

lemma. 

Consider the following minimization problem in a convex constraint set 

Inf {Jo(v) I v E Y'Y} and Y, = {v EH~ I 0::; v::; u'Y a.e.}. (4.7.4) 

Lemma 4.7.16. For r sufficiently small. (4. 1.4) attains infimum at v = 0. 

Proof. It is easy to see that for any v E }~., we have 

Io::'.:". C1llvll~2·w,,l - C2llvi11;,~;(JR")' 

since U'Y has compact support. But lim,._0+ !IU'Y!IL"°(lR") = 0, then Io(v) ::'.:". 0 for any 

v E Y'Y and r small. In particular the infimum is achieved at v = 0 for r sufficiently 

~ill. 0 
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Now fix a small I > 0 such that above infimum reaches at v = 0, choose a ball 

B-y centered at the origin such that supp(U,)cc B-y, since n°+ cc supp(U-y), then we 

have n°+ cc B,. We have two lemma similar to Lemma 4.7.3 and Lemma 4.7.4. 

Lemma 4.7.17. v = 0 is a local minimizer for I0 in H 1(B-y); that is, there exists 

fJ > 0 such that 

I0 (v) 2: 0 for all v E H 1(B1 ) with llv - llH1(B-,) < b. 

Proof Since supp(U-y)CC B-y, we also get 

I0 (0) = inf{J0 (v) I v E H 1(B1 ) and 0:::; v < U,}. 

Then the result follows from Proposition 5.2 in [2]. 

Lemma 4.7.18. v = 0 is also a local minimizer for I0 in Hr. 

The proof is exactly the same as in L<'mma 4.7.4. 

Next we see that 

The following steps is the same as I > 0, we just simply replace v-y with 0, then above 

lemma and Lemma 4.7.6 assure the Mountain-pass structure, Lemma 4.7.8 gives the 

compactness of P-S sequence and Lemma 4.7.10 takes care of special case. 
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